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Harper too
optimistic on
Afghan results:
Kandahar
governor
■ Wesa says PM’s message likely aimed
at domestic audience, while Musharraf
opposes military withdrawal.
EMBASSY PHOTO: ANCA GURZU

Anca Gurzu

F

ormer Pakistani president Pervez
Musharraf says the end of Canada’s combat mission in Kandahar is unwise, while
the governor of Kandahar believes Prime
Minister Stephen Harper was too optimistic
when he said Afghanistan is no longer a
threat to the international community.
Continued on Page 11

Is This Thing On? Former Pakistani president Pervez Musharraf prepares to address reporters in Montreal on June 8. The former strongman panned the
withdrawal of Canada’s military forces from Kandahar starting next month, arguing that it could lead to increased instability there and across Afghanistan.

Corruption still a major problem
for Canadian trade dreams in India
Carl Meyer

I

n colloquial Hindi there is an expression, Ghotala, which
translates to “clear as mud.” It describes the sorry
state of affairs when corruption runs rampant. For the
Canadian government, it could also translate into trouble.
Canada is hoping to negotiate a high-powered
trade deal with India by 2013, as well as several other

smaller treaties, as part of a major push to bring the
two countries closer together and raise trade and
investment to $15 billion by 2015.
The trade deal, which would lower tariffs and strike
down non-tariff barriers like licenses and regulatory
walls, is being sold as a breakthrough for Canadian
firms wanting to get a piece of the ballooning consumer
market of the world’s most populous democracy.
Continued on Page 4
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Canada, EU to exchange formal
offers before next trade round
■ Europeans warn feds, provinces against
sudden onset of cold feet.
Anca Gurzu

A

fter two failed attempts and a delay of several
months, Canadian and European trade negotiators
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will finally exchange formal offers on the most sensitive
areas to be tackled, including provincial government
procurement and intellectual property protection.
However, European officials are already trying
to head off any sudden cold feet by warning against
the temptation to eliminate certain sectors from the
Comprehensive Trade and Economic Agreement talks.
Continued on Page 4
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Think tanks
face new
reality: Find
your own
funding
■ Will the private sector
pony up for policy research?
Anca Gurzu

F

ive years ago, Canada’s only
dedicated think tank on the
Americas received a wake-up call
from the Foreign Affairs department: Prepare to have your funding
stopped. This despite the fact the
hemisphere had been identified as
a priority of the new Harper government and the Canadian Foundation
for the Americas has been largely
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supportive of the government’s
actions in the region.
Staff at FOCAL scrambled to find
alternatives, scrounging enough
project money from CIDA and a
few other sources to survive until a
long-term solution could be found.
The search, however, was in vain
and the think tank will be closing
its doors at the end of September.
Meanwhile, CIDA announced
last year that it would stop providing core funding to non-governmental organizations, including policy
research centres. The North-South
Institute, an international development policy think tank whose
funding will run out in early 2012,
is hoping to diversity its funding
options, aiming to partner with
international institutions and foreign governments.
The Pearson Peacekeeping
Centre is in a similar position.
The centre, whose mission is to
research peace operations and
build capacity in this field through
training, will close down its Nova
Scotia office in order to make better use of what government funding it still receives—and which will
also run out in 2012. Management
Continued on Page 12
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Diplomacy This Week

Finding budgetary common cause

D

Baird: Libyan rebel recognition

The Harper government has recognized Libya’s rebels as the country’s
legitimate representatives, the Globe and
Mail reported. Foreign Affairs Minister
John Baird used a House of Commons
debate on Canada’s mission in Libya to
announce the decision, saying he will
attempt to formally engage the National
Transition Council of Libya, which represents the rebel forces. He also pledged $2
million for humanitarian aid to the country, including money earmarked to help
victims of rape by Libyan forces.

AVINASH
GAVAI
Chatter House

iplomacy around the world is
in a state of flux. New technologies have made communication
easier and nearly instantaneous.
Globalization means everyone now has a
stake in international affairs. And austerity
measures mean many governments are turning to diplomatic networks to find savings.
At this time of uncertainty, it’s not unusual
for one to seek out allies, which goes a long
way to explaining why the union representing Canada’s diplomats, the Professional
Association of Foreign Service Officers, hosted
the head of their counterpart in the US.
The American Foreign Service Association
may be a huge cousin to PAFSO, with 15,000
dues-paying members and more than 28,000
active and retired foreign service employees
on its roster, as compared to 1,544 active and
retired members here in Canada. However,
AFSA president Susan R. Johnson says many
of the challenges are the same.
In an interview at PAFSO’s downtown office
on June 7, Ms. Johnson told Chatter House that
she had held informal talks with her Canadian
counterpart Pamela Isfeld on “how they can
share ideas in the face of similar challenges,
maybe by even building a forum of similar
organizations somewhere down the line.”
Those challenges include the aforementioned spending cuts and “efficiencies,” which
both Foreign Affairs and the State Department
are facing. Canada’s diplomatic network has
seen a significant tightening of the belt in
terms of travel and hospitality spending over
the years, and is expecting more this year.
Meanwhile, the State Department and foreign
operations budget are expected to be cut by
$11.2 billion in the current fiscal year.
Ms. Johnson feels these reductions represent a problem that is common for both countries—wherein diplomacy becomes increasingly underrated and underappreciated.
“We need to have a multiple tools in our
toolkit, and just having a hammer, which is
the military, is not sufficient,” she said. “We
also need those diplomacy-fixing screwdrivers and wrenches in there, and the great
thing is that they both cost a fraction of
that hammer.”
Ms. Johnson had plenty of time to hear
about the accomplishments of Canada’s
“screwdrivers” and “wrenches” when she
attended PAFSO’s annual awards dinner on
June 8, held at the National Arts Centre.
Starting things off was Hélène Girard, who
in short-order established and managed an
office to handle the thousands of applications
that streamed in from Haitian quake victims
desperate to join their families in Canada.

Talking Points

CSIS says spies flocking to Canada

AFSA president Susan R. Johnson was in Ottawa last week to meet with her Canadian colleagues.
She was also on hand to see Jean-François Hubert-Rouleau, Hélène Girard, Roland Legault and Ryan
Kuffner recognized for their work representing Canada at home and abroad.

Next up was immigration counsellor
Jean-François Hubert-Rouleau, who played
a pivotal role in setting up emergency services in the aftermath of that same quake at
the embassy in Port-au-Prince and reportedly exuded a calm that was desperately needed for those who had suffered so much.
Senior trade commissioner in Ecuador
Ryan Kuffner was recognized for his efforts
in ensuring Canadian investments in an
airport project in Quito were protected,
working to resume mineral exploration by
Canadian companies after an 18-month moratorium imposed by the government, and
saving a family of Canadians from trouble.
Lastly, Roland Legault of DFAIT’s legal
section led the way in organizing a succession of sanctions packages targeting Iran,
Libya and the assets of the deposed leaders
of Tunisia and Egypt in record time.
The four winners were chosen by a distinguished panel and were picked from a group
of 17 nominees. Clearly these stories and
others are proof that Canadian diplomacy is
doing great things in the world. Too bad the
department is loathe to tell anyone about
such successes outside of award ceremonies.

Great Lakes hope

Her recent trip to Canada was a comeback of sorts for Liberata Mulamula, who
once served here as Tanzania’s deputy high
commissioner. Now executive secretary of
the International Conference on the Great
Lakes Region, Ms. Mulamula was back in
Canada to attend her daughter’s convocation at McGill University and to appraise
Canada’s officialdom of the situation in her
neck of the woods.
The ICGLR has allied itself to Partnership
Africa-Canada, and both group groups have
devoted themselves to building new mechanisms to regulate the trade of four conflict
prone minerals, which have added the proverbial “fuel to the fire” in a very volatile
region: gold, coltan, tungsten and tin.
Joanne Lebert, director of PAC’s Great
Lakes program, which is providing the technical backbone of the new initiatives by pro-

viding auditing and database management
innovations, said the program is receiving
funding from three years. Canada currently
partners with the ICGLR through its cochairing of the Group of Friends and Special
Envoys (27 States and the EU).
Nevertheless, there is an underlying fear
that Canada’s engagement in Great Lakes
issues—an indeed in Africa in general— is not
what it used to be. For one thing, Canada has
not had a special envoy to the region since
2006, when Anne Leahy—current ambassador to the Holy See— held the position. This
for many signifies a lessening of political interest in the region. This is a point that hasn’t
escaped Ms. Mulamula’s attention.
“I don’t know whether it was through
this change of government and policy—the
support is not as it used to be,” she concedes. “I would like to see a special envoy.”
Pointing to her own situation: “For me if I
just come as a ‘Mulamula,’ people may not
take me as seriously, but the title of ‘special
envoy’ carries more weight and adds value.”
She is, however, optimistic that those in
Canada’s corridors of power will again give
the region the attention.
“I’m hopeful there will be a turn around,
and we definitely want to see Canada to be
fully engaged now.”

Better than Belgian chocolate

PAFSO wasn’t the only outfit handing out
prestigious awards this summer season. On
June 13, at the Rockcliffe Park residence of
Belgian Ambassador Bruno van der Pluijm,
the insignia of Commander of Belgium
Crown Order was given to Benoît Pelletier
by the decree of Belgium’s king Albert II.
This was done in acknowledgement of his
contribution to the strengthening of the
relations between Belgium and Canada.
Mr. Pelletier was a Liberal member of the
National Assembly of Quebec from 1998 to
2008 and a prominent Cabinet minister in the
government of Jean Charest.
After a brief ceremony where Mr. van der
Pluijm tied the handsome medal’s ribbon
around his neck, Mr. Belletier was looking
pleased as punch, telling Chatter House that
this was a result of his academic efforts dating back to 1994 where he made political
parallels between the political systems of
Canada and Belgium.
(Party Time, page 18, June 8) Due to
an editing error, the wrong text appeared
for the Asian Heritage Month photos.
The text should have read: “The Ottawa
Heritage Month Society and Museum of
Civilization hosted the 9th annual gala
concert at the museum on June 3.”
Embassy apologizes for the error.

Foreign intelligence agencies are monitoring Canada at least as closely as it was
during the Cold War, according to CSIS
head Richard Fadden, the Montreal Gazette
reported. He wrote in the CSIS annual report
that the spy agency is aware of some of the
nations running spy operations in Canada.
They are interested in Canada primarily for
its close relations with key allies, and activist groups related to domestic conflicts. Mr.
Fadden also said that Canada continues to
be a target of Islamist extremists.

Health advice on asbestos ignored

The Canadian government ignored the
advice of Health Canada when it blocked
chrysotile asbestos from being added to the
UN-sponsored Rotterdam Convention in 2006,
the CBC reported. The convention requires
signatories to report the dangers of harmful chemicals to those they export them to.
The government of Canada has supported
the sale and export of chrysotile, which is
mined heavily in Quebec, saying it is safe if
concealed in substances like cement. Many in
the medical and scientific community say it
causes cancer and other diseases.

More bombs ordered for Libya

As parliament debates Canada’s role in
Libya, the Department of Defence is ordering another 1,000 laser-guided bombs, the
Ottawa Citizen reported. The bombs are
being used by the military’s CF-18 jets. With
a majority in Parliament, it is expected that
the government will extend Canada’s role
in the Libyan mission, named Operation
Mobile, to the end of September. The cost of
the bombs has not been revealed by DND,
but experts have suggested they cost somewhere between $20,000 and $100,000 each.

Businesses cut from US climate talks
Business leaders who advised the government on its greenhouse gas talks with
the US are complaining that they have
been cut out of the loop, the Winnipeg Free
Press reported. They were participants in
the Clean Energy Dialogue, an effort by
the two countries to work together in the
development of clean energy technologies.
A consultant’s report on the CED included
several interviews with business experts
who were irked by the government’s failure
to keep private industry informed on developments in the CED. Many were frustrated
after trying to chase down government officials for information.

Delivery of F-35s delayed

Delivery of Canada’s F-35 fighter jets
may be delayed over problems with
Lockheed Martin’s development of the
jets, the Ottawa Citizen reported. The jets
were originally scheduled for delivery in
2016, and are intended to replace Canada’s
aging fleet of CF-18 fighters. Development
problems have caused the cost of each jet
to balloon above the original estimate of
$75 million, and the true price and delivery
date is not yet certain. A DND spokesperson said the CF-18s could be kept in service
longer if needed.
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The Americas

Lee Berthiaume

F

ollowing her first visit to the region, Minister
of State for the Americas Diane Ablonczy
says Canada is planning to focus more on security and democracy in the hemisphere. This will
start with calls for a detailed review of the InterAmerican Democratic Charter and a compilation
of “best practices” for all countries to learn from.
Experts are welcoming this approach,
saying that with Peru electing a centre-left
president and Honduras’s re-admission into
the Organization of American States, now is
an ideal time to really discuss the future of
democracy in the region. And they are hoping Ms. Ablonczy’s comments are an indication Canada is prepared to assist countries
in the hemisphere when it comes to democracy, not try to impose or lead them.
Ms. Ablonczy was in El Salvador for the
41st OAS General Assembly meeting. The
meeting had the theme “citizen security.” It
was the third time security has figured on
the general assembly agenda.
Security is one of the three pillars of the
government’s Americas strategy, the other two
being democratic governance and prosperity. The latter has received a significant boost
through a number of free trade agreements, the
opening of trade offices in Brazil and Mexico
and other actions. However, observers and
even officials from the region have complained
the prosperity pillar has been getting a disproportionate amount of attention and resources.
In comments to reporters afterward, Ms.
Ablonczy attempted to relay the importance
of the meeting’s security theme to Canadians
and Canadian interests.
“It’s very important for Canada that the
Americas neighbourhood works together to
address security challenges,” she said. “Crime
organizations now are increasingly transnational. They don’t respect borders and their
activities spill over into all countries, and
Canada is very much included in that.”
She added that thousands of Canadians
have personal links and professional dealings
in the hemisphere.
However, she took things a step further,
arguing that “when there’s frustration about
the level of democracy and citizen freedom,
this explodes into civil unrest and draws our
own young men and women in as part of trying
to contain, as we’re doing in Afghanistan and
Libya.” Economic development makes democracy and stability sustainable, she added.
When asked exactly what Canada intends
to do to address security concerns in the
hemisphere, Ms. Ablonczy said Canada will
push for reforms as chair of the Inter-American
Defence Board starting July 1, and work to
bolster the confidence and independence of

national militaries in the hemisphere.
However, she directed most of her comments towards democracy.
“We are very conscious that democracy building is an intertwined pillar with security and with
economic development,” she said. This starts
with the Inter-American Democratic Charter.
“What Canada is specifically proposing
is that we have a special dialogue around
the 10th anniversary of the democratic charter,” she said. “It’s a very strong charter for
democratic rights, democratic support. We
now are proposing that countries share their
best practices and their perspectives on the
practice of democracy to renew that debate.
“So while there’s wide acceptance on the need
for democracy among all the member states of
the Americas, we want to focus discussions going
forward on the practice of democracy and by that
we told our colleagues that we refer to really the
day-to-day functions of government.
“We all stand to benefit from this kind of dialogue and exchange on best practices. And sort
of testing as we talk to each other how well we
are doing in Canada and each of our countries
on implementation of the democratic charter.”
Philip Oxhorn, founding director of
the Institute for the Study of International
Development at McGill University, says ever
since Canada joined the OAS in 1990, it has been
a leader in democracy promotion in a way the US
can’t or won’t be. At the same time, opinion polls
throughout the region show a lot of discontent
with how democracy operates in practice.
“The charter’s 10th anniversary,” he wrote
in an email, “coming after the turn to the left in
the region (which is problematic in some ways
but fundamentally reflects peoples’ perceptions that existing democracies are not living
up to democratic expectations) and the events
in Honduras, is a potentially ideal time to think
about these issues—almost a post-Charter,
what next to deepen democracy opportunity.”
To that end, Maxwell Cameron, a professor
at the University of British Columbia who has
written extensively about democracy in the
Americas, feels Ms. Ablonczy has put forward
a strong proposal with her idea of calling for
a compendium of “best practices.” This, he
says, will “shift the focus away from debates
about what democracy means to what are
some of the practices of democracy that we
should be sharing in the hemisphere.”
“This goes to issues like parties, opposition, civil society, freedom of the press,
reinforcing democratic institutions like legislatures and the judiciary,” he added. “In
these areas, one must move cautiously, using
language that will not create the fear that
Canada (and, inevitably behind Canada, the
US) are seeking to impose their own ‘model.’”
John Kirk, a Latin America expert at
Dalhousie University, said a more nuanced
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Security, democracy new focus in the hemisphere

Minister of State for the Americas Diane Ablonczy made her first foray into the region last week.

Canadian policy in the region that doesn’t
attempt to impose a one-size-fits-all approach
to democracy promotion would be welcome. However, he maintained concerns the
Conservative government would find it difficult to put aside its ideology.
He pointed to Stephen Harper’s speech to
Conservative colleagues on June 10, in which the
prime minister said Canada would have to be
strong in the face of emerging threats, as an example of the attitude that will have to be shelved.
“Respecting democracy is extremely
important—even if you don’t like the governments involved,” he said. “The election last
week in Peru of left-of-centre Humala emphasizes the need for Canada to recognize that
in the past decade the ‘Pink Tide’ of approxi-

mately a dozen social democratic and socialist governments in Latin America signifies a
major change in the region. Ottawa still has
not come to terms with this.”
Ms. Ablonczy also provided an update on the
Canada-Honduras free trade talks, saying progress during the last round in April was significant,
and that “we do expect that agreement will go
forward sooner rather than later.” She said El
Salvador, Guatemala and Nicaragua remain interested in talks, but would not elaborate.
She also said that Canadian officials were
working hard to set the stage for the next
Summit of the Americas, to be held next April in
Colombia. The summit is considered an important moment for Colombia, which Canada has
identified as a key ally in the region.
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International Trade

Corruption still a problem for India dreams
Continued from Page 1

But while both governments at the federal level are optimistic they can iron out the
details within the two-year period, Indians privately acknowledge that a major barrier to success lies at the local level in India, where they
say Ghotala runs rampant and is a real concern
for Canadian business and government.
“You’ll find that when you want to set up
industry out there, there are a huge amount of
hazards that are unknown, and this is where I
think one needs some local expertise to make
sure you don’t get caught in Ghotala,” said Ravi
Mehra, president of Montreal-based Universal
Paper Exports Co., which has done business in
the country for decades.
Canadian visa officials have already
come up against this problem of corruption in Punjab, a state in India from which
a majority of Indo-Canadians originally hail.
During a speech in India in September 2010,
Immigration Minister Jason Kenney railed
against “crooked consultants,” earlier telling
reporters that Canada’s consulate in the capital of Chandigarh is routinely bombarded
with fraudulent documents.
But while Canada’s Parliament passed
a bill on the matter and asked its Indian
counterparts to pass a similar law, the Indian
government has yet to do so. Preneet Kaur,
the Indian minister of state for external
affairs, told a packed press conference at the
King Edward Hotel in Toronto June 9 that the
Indian government considers it a state-level
matter, not a federal one.

“The Ministry for Overseas Affairs has
directed all the state governments, and the
government has set up a special cell to look
into this,” she said, while stressing that she
thought the stories of fraud were “horrifying” and should be considered on a “humanitarian basis.”
“Now it’s really up to how efficiently, how
strongly the state governments pursue this,
and I think manage to get hold of the agents
that are committing this fraud to do away
with this,” she said.
But the problems extend beyond statelevel issues, according to an international
consulting firm. On March 14, KPMG released
a report saying that widespread corruption
in India is starting to threaten the country’s
long-term growth, which is currently averaging close to nine per cent. Importantly for
Canadian businesses, KPMG said foreign
investors might begin to steer clear of India
due to its burgeoning reputation as a corrupt
place to do business.
“Corruption could be a major hurdle in
India’s growth story in the coming decade
and may impact its fair business competitiveness,” the report read. “Burgeoning
investment and growth opportunities may
also be impacted if corruption is not controlled. Echoing these sentiments, over two
thirds of our survey respondents perceive
that India can achieve more than the projected nine percent GDP growth if corruption is controlled, while the rest feel that
corruption is a definitely a key risk to the
projected growth rate.

“It is not about petty bribes (‘bakshish’)
anymore, but scams to the tune of thousands
of crores [billions of dollars] that highlight a
political/industry nexus which if not checked
could have a far reaching impact.”
The report was on the lips of several
Indian diaspora attendees at the Pravasi
Bharatiya Divas in Toronto June 9-10, an
annual gathering of the Indian diaspora that
pulls together businesses, governments, academics and think tanks.
Canada’s trade negotiations with India
have, by many accounts, proceeded decently
if slowly so far, pushed along by political
weight from both sides. The second round is
scheduled to take place early July, according
to Trade Minister Ed Fast.
But any political will from the Indian side
could evaporate quickly if the government
becomes too bogged down in allegations of
corruption to focus on anything else.
Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
is fighting for his political life, attacked by
Indian parliamentary opposition members
over multiple corruption scandals and facing a potentially destabilizing mass protest
movement. Mr. Singh’s ruling coalition will
convene a joint panel with civil society activists this week to discuss an anti-corruption
law, which has been the principal demand
of tens of thousands of Indians who have
protested across the country since April,
sometimes using hunger strikes.
Their movement is the result of a yearlong trail of scandal. The biggest of these
was the so-called “2G scandal,” involving

a former Singh government cabinet minister arrested for allegedly under-selling
wireless licenses in exchange for bribes,
costing the country roughly $40 billion in
lost revenue. The former minister denies
all the charges, but later resigned from his
post, while several business executives
were jailed.
In fact, the Singh government’s own anticorruption watchdog, who was appointed by
a committee chaired by Mr. Singh himself,
was pushed out in March over corruption
allegations. He was never criminally charged
and also denies the allegations.
Some Indian reporters at the conference
in Toronto, sensing this trend, questioned
why Ms. Kaur, a junior minister, was sent
instead of several Indian senior cabinet ministers who were scheduled to attend the
high-profile conference in Toronto.
But Ms. Kaur denied this, saying she
was not replacing anybody, and Canadian
Chamber of Commerce trade director Pankaj
Mehra, one of the principal organizers of the
conference, said Indian ministers were kept
behind because of an impending cabinet
shuffle.
Mr. Fast gave a speech at the opening of the India-Canada diaspora event that
focused on looking forward in an optimistic
way, discussing the importance of trade
to the Canadian economy, and promoting
Canada as an “oasis of stability” in an unstable global financial environment, but did not
address issues of corruption.
cmeyer@embassymag.ca

Formal exchange of offers before next round
“CETA will succeed if it remains ambitious,” said Maurizio Cellini, head of the
economic and commercial section at the
European Union Delegation to Canada. “It is
important to avoid withdrawing one sector
or another from the table if it becomes more
difficult.”
Mr. Cellini was speaking to the
International Economic Forum of the
Americas in Montreal on June 9, where he
and Ana Renart, Canada’s deputy chief trade
negotiator, gave an update on the trade
deal, which the Conservative government
has flagged as one of its trade priorities.
Both Mr. Cellini and Ms. Renart said this
upcoming round will be pivotal, and Ms.
Renart said both provincial and federal negotiators will be meeting this week in Prince
Edward Island to put the final touches on
their procurement offers.
Government procurement has often been
cited as the most important sector in the
Canada-EU trade talks—and also the trickiest. This is because, for the first time, provinces and territories sit at the same table as
the federal government, weighing in on how
much market access they are willing to give
European companies.
The Europeans have never been shy in
saying that having provinces on board during the talks is a dealbreaker for them.
“We know that the big money in public
procurement is not at the federal level, but
essentially at the provincial and municipal
level,” Mr. Cellini said in Montreal.
While procurement is a major ask on the
European side, Canada is the demandeur,
among others, on services and labour mobility, including the recognition of credentials.
Mr. Cellini said European negotiators
are also finalizing their offers on services
and investment, based on the negative list
approach Canada advocated for. Using this
approach means all service sectors are lib-

PMO Photo

Continued from Page 1

Prime Minister Stephen Harper launching the Canada-EU free trade talks with then-Czech prime
minister Mirek Topolanek and European Commission President José Manuel Barroso in 2009.

eralized except the sensitive ones, which are
put on the list and remain exempted.
Negotiators first had to postpone the formal offer exchange in January. At the time,
the two sides could not agree on the best
mechanism to use for liberalizing services.
The second delay came in April because of
the federal election campaign in Canada.
Aside from IP rules and government procurement, Mr. Cellini flagged a number of
other areas where challenges remain, including in agriculture and fisheries, provincial
Crown corporations like the liquor boards,
and technical provisions, like rules of origin.
The EU is more strict on this latter issue,
requiring a high level of input on a product
from the exporting country in order to deem it
Canadian, Mr. Cellini said. But since Canadian
and US markets are so integrated, the rules of

origin requirement in Canada is lower.
Ms. Renart also agreed that some issues
remain tricky.
“I think we will be able to agree on the
majority of the offers at this round,” Ms. Renart
said. “A lot of it will be non-controversial, but
there will be a few issues that will be very controversial and very difficult. The idea will be to
try to narrow down the sticking points.”
Those sticking points that remain are the
ones that will require a political decision,
said Jason Langrish, executive director of
the Canada-Europe Roundtable for Business.
For example, the European demand on
intellectual property reform would require
legislative change. The government will have
to decide whether the benefits outweigh the
costs if Canada’s major asks are included the
deal, such as labour mobility and services

liberalization, or the inclusion of an investorto-state dispute mechanism.
“When they get stuck, it’s not because
you don’t know why, but you reach a political impasse,” Mr. Langrish said. “But because
they [Canada] have a majority government, [the
Europeans] know they will want to move quickly.”
Patrick Leblond, professor at the
University of Ottawa’s Graduate School of
Public and International Affairs, also said
that the new Conservative majority government brings more credibility to the deal,
since it is able to fully commit to any measures negotiated in the deal.
But before officials reach that final step,
Mr. Leblond reiterated the importance of this
upcoming summer round.
“I would think the negotiators will see
how close or far they are from signing a
deal,” he said. “We will get a sense of whether we can reach the final line or not. You
don’t normally wait until the final round to
see if a deal is possible, so the July round will
determine how many red lines there are.”
Officials said they hope the 9th round of
talks in October will be the last official one.
Mr. Cellini said negotiators are quite confident they will be able to forge a deal by the
end of 2011 or the first half of 2012.
Before the federal election was called in May,
international trade minister Peter Van Loan
repeatedly said the talks were on track, with
an end deal in sight by the end of this year. The
timeline changed during the election campaign,
when Prime Minister Stephen Harper pledged
to finalize talks by the end of 2012.
Once a deal is reached, the ratification
process will be a complex and lengthy one,
especially on the European side, since all 27
national legislatures of the member states
will have to approve it if parts of it fall within
their competency.
Mr. Cellini said the hope is that a partial
implementation of the deal will be possible
by 2013 already.
agurzu@embassymag.ca
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India

Investment, social deals would help trade talks
Carl Meyer
ailing down the several bilateral treaties
that Canada and India have been trying
to conclude would go a long way toward
helping along the burgeoning Canada-India
trade deal, say businesses and politicians.
Although the Canada-India Comprehensive
Economic Partnership Agreement has garnered the most attention out of Canada’s
bilateral treaty talks with the South Asian
nation—an agreement the Harper government says it will conclude by 2013, and one
behind which it has put significant Trade
Commissioner resources—many say several
other treaties will play just as big a role in
drawing the two countries together.
One of these is the Foreign investment
Protection and Promotion Agreement
between the two countries. This agreement
would protect foreign investments against
state threats like nationalization and help
Canadian firms have the confidence to break
into the 1.2-billion-strong Indian market.
But it has been four years since the FIPPA
was announced as “concluded” in June 2007.
Since then, teams of government lawyers
have been tweaking the document to make it
comply with several issues. While the Harper
government said last fall it had finished this
process, the document itself has yet to be
finalized publicly. Business representatives
at the major Indian diaspora event Pravasi
Bharatiya Divas in Toronto June 9-10 repeatedly brought up the FIPPA as a significant
factor in boosting trade and investment ties
between the two countries.
“They have to make sure they simplify the
repatriation of flows. One of the biggest worries
of investors is if you send money in and you
have difficulty getting it out,” said Sabi Marwah,
vice-chairman of Scotiabank. The two countries
need to get investing right, he argued, because
Canadian investors will be clamoring to get into
India over the next few years if its GDP growth
of nine per cent continues unabated.
Another important treaty is the Social
Security Agreement. Currently, citizens of both
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Indian Minister of State for External Affairs Preneet Kaur told an audience in Toronto that trade between
her country and Canada would benefit from the completion of two non-free trade agreements.

countries must contribute to respective social
security plans when they work in each others’
countries. Under the proposed deal, this would
no longer be the case for short-term work
visits. According to Didar Singh, secretary in
the Indian Ministry for Overseas Affairs, thousands of Indians working in Canada pay social
security but cannot benefit from it.
Indian High Commissioner SM Gavai said
this agreement has also been concluded, but
not yet finalized, though he expected it soon.
Preneet Kaur, the visiting Indian minister
of state for external affairs, made waves at
a jam-packed press conference in Toronto
June 9 when she stated that trade between
Canada and India will rise, “especially with
the new agreements,” including the FIPPA
and the Social Security agreement. When
those agreements are concluded, she said,
“the confidence of investors goes up, and it
will make a difference.”
While officials stopped short of saying
these two agreements are de facto trade-deal

prerequisites, they did acknowledge that getting them concluded would go a long way.
Mr. Gavai said that while not having a FIPPA
would not technically stop the two countries
from negotiating a trade agreement, “it certainly
adds to the confidence levels that you have this
arrangement, and there might be companies
who’d consider that as an added incentive.”
The Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade appears to consider the
multiple efforts to be equally important priorities. The department’s report on plans
and priorities for 2011-12 says it will focus on
progress in the negotiation of the trade deal,
but also the completion of the FIPPA “and the
implementation of the Canada-India engagement strategy”—an as-yet-unexplained policy.

Other issues

But even while these two agreements are
demanding attention, other issues are still on
the radar and don’t appear to have a treaty
coming down the pipeline.

A major issue between Canada and India
has been the deal to open up Delhi to nuclear
trade. After decades of frozen relations that
followed India’s use of Canadian civilian
nuclear technology in 1974 to build and test
a nuclear bomb, the two countries signed an
Agreement for Co-operation in Peaceful Uses
of Nuclear Energy in June 2010.
But given Canada’s desire to sign a trade
deal, non-proliferation experts are questioning whether Canada is prepared to accept
responsibility for holding India to account in
regards to nuclear proliferation.
Trade Minister Ed Fast, who is new to
the file since May, seems acutely tuned to
this issue. He said in an interview that each
country has “unique relationship circumstances that come into play” in their bilateral
relations, often including “unique historical
irritants that have to be considered.”
“One thing we can assure you: We will
not sign an agreement that doesn’t serve
Canadian long-term interests,” he said. While
nuclear proliferation per se isn’t part of the
scope of the free-trade agreement, he argued,
“obviously Canada’s always concerned about
security around the world. Security’s front of
mind whenever you negotiate.”
Another major concern for those of
Indian origin living in Canada is the issue of
old-age pensions. Currently the wording of
the Old Age Security Act means immigrants
from countries like India and other nations
have to wait 10 years before they can receive
a monthly pension, whereas nationals from
many European countries can get them after
three years.
Ruby Dhalla, the former Liberal MP who
represented the heavily-Indian riding of
Brampton-Springdale until her loss in the 2011
election, had sponsored a private-member’s
bill to amend the act, but it died on the order
paper when this Spring’s election was called.
Ms. Kaur seemed blindsided when asked
about the issue, and she said she would need
to look into the matter further. Mr. Gavai said
the new social security agreement may be
applicable to senior citizens.
cmeyer@embassymag.ca

Diaspora called on to build bridges back home
Carl Meyer

I

f the expertise and local knowledge of the
Indian diaspora in Canada aren’t sufficiently
engaged to build bridges back home and establish trade links, the two countries will never
achieve the tripling of trade they are aiming for.
That was the message loudly spread at the
major Indian diaspora event Pravasi Bharatiya
Divas in Toronto June 9-10, which saw businesses, academics and politicians mingle in
the hallways of the Metro Convention Centre
and discuss Canadian and Indian politics.
When launching the Canada-India trade
talks last year, representatives from both countries said they would aim to boost trade and
investment to $15 billion by 2015. Even at the
time, analysts said it was a laudable goal: The
Trade department says in 2010, CanadianIndian merchandise trade stood at $4.2 billion
and two-way investment was at $7 billion.
The government hopes to expand and
diversify market access and opportunities
for Canadian business through its network of
consulates and trade offices in India, which
now number eight. But at the conference,
businesspeople and politicians hammered
away at the point that these numbers will
take more than a push from government.
Hugh MacKinnon, chairman and CEO of
Bennett Jones LLP, who moderated a panel at
the conference of several businesspeople look-

ing at how to increase trade between the two
countries, said the high commissions in Delhi
and Ottawa were doing great work at building
connections, but businesses could not afford to
sit around and wait for the trade agreement, and
needed to take matters into their own hands.
“Canada is in competition with other
countries to get attention in India, just like
we are in competition with other countries to
get attention in Canada,” agreed Arun Maira,
a member of the Planning Commission of
India, who sat on Mr. MacKinnon’s panel.
Canada is rushing to score a trade deal with
India at a time when the country is getting offers
from every which way. India is currently putting
the final touches on a massive trade deal with
the EU, is negotiating with the European Free
Trade Association, and has already signed $10
billion in smaller deals with the United States.
The diaspora business engagement was
a major theme of the conference. IndoCanadian Chamber of Commerce trade
director Pankaj Mehra, whose organization
helped to launch the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas
in Toronto, said that holding the show was
meant, in part, to raise the profile of Indian
diaspora businesses and try to get the ball
rolling on them helping establish business
connections with the Asian subcontinent.
Indeed, the subtitle of the conference,
“Building bridges: positioning strategies for the
Indian diaspora” showed conference organizers
wanted to communicate this main message.

Didar Singh, secretary in the Indian
Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs, said it
was “quite obvious” that if a Canadian company wanted to establish itself in India, “they
would prefer to use an expat from Canada,
who is of Indian origin, to better enhance
their business interests in India.”
“Similarly, if an Indian company is making
an investment in Canada, it is in their interests
to find professionals of Indian origin in Canada
to work in their organization. The doors open
quicker—it’s an obvious story,” he said.
One of the reasons the business community is hoping to engage the diaspora in Canada
now, said Montreal-based Indian culture
recruitment representative Adhika Maharaj,
is that the level of engagement in diaspora
communities actually goes up as each generation comes into being. First-generation
Indian immigrants are less likely to engage
in diaspora business ties, while second- or
third-generation—where the Indo-Canadian
population is shifting—are more likely.

I wanna be an American

But there are some problems with engagement that still need to be ironed out before
that trade gap can be bridged. For one, it will
not be easy to get the diaspora engaged on
the file, said Douglas Goold, director of the
National Conversation on Asia and senior editor at the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada.
He cited a report in 2008 out of Queen’s

University that concluded the diaspora’s
record in strengthening Canada-India relations has been poor. As well, he said an AsiaPacific Foundation national opinion poll on
Asia in mid-April was “not promising.”
“Canadians’ feelings toward Asian countries
are decisively cool…. Only 12 per cent viewed
India positively,” he said, although he did note
that the youth had more favourable views.
And when Canadian Chamber of
Commerce President Perrin Beatty talked
about the diaspora raising Canada’s “brand”
in India, he set off an unintended conversation that bounced around delegates’ heads
throughout the day about whether Canada
could differentiate itself from the US.
Mr. Beatty said a branding exercise was “an
issue for Canada not simply for India, but how
we project ourselves internationally,” arguing
he had run into the perception in the business
world that Canada was a place for vacationing
while the US was a place to do business.
Yet, doubtless to the chagrin of many
Canadian politicians at the conference, several Indian diaspora businesspeople noted that
Canada already did have a sort of brand in India.
“It’s very closely associated with the
United States,” said Purnima Voria, who
founded the National US-India Chamber of
Commerce. She argued the three countries—
Canada, India and the US—should “take
advantage of that and so this triangular
dance altogether.” Other panelists agreed.
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A NEW NATO ACCOUNTING

stablished in the post-Second World War era to protect against a looming Soviet threat,
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, or NATO, has a long and storied history, including victory over the nemesis it was created to oppose. That was in 1991, when the Iron
Curtain fell and the world appeared to be headed towards a safer future for all.
Twenty years later, NATO is still around. The question, however, is increasingly: For
how much longer? Because it appears the bells are tolling for history’s most powerful
military alliance—which is discouraging news for Canada.
The most recent sign that NATO is closing in on its best before date came last week
when outgoing US Secretary of Defence Robert Gates reportedly singled out five alliance
members during a conference in Brussels for failing to pull their weight in Libya. He then
said NATO’s long-term future was “dim, if not dismal” in a public farewell speech.
Canadian Defence Minister Peter MacKay quickly supported Mr. Gates’s assessment,
noting that a major part of the problem is that while some countries have been stepping up to do their part for the team, too many others have not.
“I’ve sensed Secretary Gates’s frustration for some time about burden-sharing and
the need to have 28 members of the alliance participating more actively and more
fully,” Mr. MacKay told reporters over the weekend.
“For some time,” of course, is a reference to Afghanistan. In 2007 and 2008, the alliance was split between members that were knee-deep in combat and counter-insurgency operations and those that were content to stay above the fray in much safer areas.
Things erupted into finger-pointing and blame games, with Canada, the Netherlands,
Poland, the UK and the US demanding Germany, France and others do their fair share.
In the end it was decided that name-and-shame tactics were doing more harm than
good. So the matter was dropped. Canada and the Netherlands gritted their teeth and
extended their combat missions, the US and UK redoubled their efforts, and Germany,
France, Italy and others stayed where they were.
Now, with Mr. Gates’s comments about Libya, the term “burden-sharing” has been used
for two conflicts involving NATO. And in neither instance is there any indication a solution
for spreading out the “burden” is closer to being ironed out.
The truth is that NATO was formed to counter a singular threat to all its members.
Once that threat was defeated, the alliance scrambled to find a useful purpose. It
expanded to bring more countries into the fold. It also undertook a number of low-cost,
low-risk missions like anti-piracy operations. It launched an air war over Kosovo, which
was seen as posing a direct threat to European stability and security.
But without a unifying purpose, it has been difficult to rally the troops, so to speak,
around any single mission. Afghanistan was the first instance, where some countries
were more concerned about their own self-interests than the over-arching mission. The
same is now true in Libya. And this is unlikely to change, which will only further divide
members and weaken the alliance.
This is unfortunate for Canada. At a time when the number of exclusive groupings to which
this country belongs is shrinking, NATO remains one of the most important. Some could even
argue our involvement in Libya and Afghanistan is more about ensuring the viability of NATO
than actually countering the threats posed to Canada by what is happening in those countries.
It’s time to prepare for a new future. Preferably, that will include NATO. But even if it
does, a transformation is in order. Any notion that all members will participate equally in all
missions should be purged immediately, and the new reality embraced. Canada will need to
adapt, taking into account its own self-interests in deciding where and when to commit.

Twenty-five years of ‘springs’
GWYNNE
DYER

T

he “Prague Spring” of 1968 was a gallant
attempt at a non-violent democratic revolution, but it was crushed by Soviet tanks.
Eighteen years later, in the Philippines, the
first “people-power” revolution succeeded,
and since 1986, non-violent revolutions have
driven a great many dictators from power.
The most recent was in Egypt, in February—
but there never was a guarantee that these
revolutions would turn out well.
It depends partly on how bad the ethnic and religious cleavages are in a country: Bulgaria and Romania were okay, but
Yugoslavia was a blood-bath. It depends
to some extent on how poor and illiterate
the population is, although even very poor
countries have made a successful transition
to democracy. And it depends on good leadership and good luck, too. But it is the dominant political phenomenon of our time.
The revolution in the Philippines succeeded
because by the late ‘80s, everything was happening in real time on global television. Oppressive
regimes that had never had much compunction
about killing people who challenged them didn’t
feel confident about doing it before a global
audience. They no longer felt free to use massive
force unless the protesters gave them an excuse
by resorting to violence themselves.
The Marcos regime that was overthrown in
the Philippines in 1986 was a mere kleptocracy
with little ideology beyond a vague “anti-communism.” When the infection spread to China
in 1989, the outcome was different because a
disciplined Communist dictatorship WAS willing to kill large numbers of its own people in
front of the television cameras. It understood
that if it failed that test, it would not survive.
Less ruthless Communist dictatorships
in Europe, longer in power and ideologically
exhausted, did fail the test. The non-violent
revolutions that began in East Germany
in November 1989, and ended Communist
rule in the old Soviet Union itself by late
1991, could have been stopped if the local
Communist regimes had been willing to follow the Chinese example, but none of them
had the stomach for killing on that scale.
So about 350 million Europeans got their
freedom and almost nobody died. At almost
exactly the same time, the apartheid regime
in South Africa released Nelson Mandela and
began the talks that led to majority rule in 1994.
A very well-connected African friend of mine
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told me later what had actually happened.
In late 1989, after the East German, Czech
and Romanian regimes had fallen with scarcely a shot being fired, the head of the National
Intelligence Service, the South African secret
police, went to State President FW de Klerk
and warned him that if the African National
Congress put half a million people on the
street in Johannesburg, he would only have
two options: to kill ten thousand of them, or
to surrender power unconditionally.
If he didn’t like either of those options,
he should start negotiating the transfer of
power now. So Mandela was released and
eventually there was a peaceful transition
from apartheid to majority rule.
Then there’s a long gap, perhaps partly
explained by the fact that the number
of dictatorships in the world had already
shrunk considerably. An attempted nonviolent revolution in Iran in 2009 was mercilessly crushed. People worried that repressive regimes might have finally figured out
how to counter non-violent revolution. And
then along came the “Arab spring.”
So the technique is still alive, and it
worked in Tunisia and in Egypt. On the other
hand, it has been stamped out in Bahrain,
whose fate resembles that of Prague in 1968.
And while the revolt in Yemen has probably
displaced the old regime, it has been very
violent, and the new regime may be no more
democratic than the old.
Same goes for Syria, and, of course, for
Libya. There are no one-size-fits-all techniques
for revolution or for anything else. But the
desire for democracy, equality and fairness
survives everywhere, and the least bad technique for trying to achieve those things is still
non-violence. Even if sometimes the revolution
succeeds but the aftermath doesn’t.
The original “people power” revolution in
the Philippines was followed by two decades
of political turbulence. Yugoslavia splintered
into half a dozen warring fragments. Russia,
though it escaped mass violence, is not
exactly a model democracy.
On the other hand, South Korea, Indonesia
and South Africa are now all democracies. So
are Poland, Romania and Taiwan. The aftermath may not be what most people hoped
for in Egypt, and it probably won’t be in the
case of Syria. But non-violent revolution works
often enough, and its results are positive often
enough, that it is still the most hopeful political
development of the past quarter-century.
The glass is half-full, and getting fuller. Even
the most wicked and ruthless rulers must now
take world public opinion into account, and we
expect them to behave much better than dictators did in the bad old days. They may disappoint our expectations, but that is the standard
by which they will be judged, and they know it.
editor@embassymag.ca
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SCOTT TAYLOR
Inside Defence

L

ast week, while attending a NATO
defence ministers’ meeting in
Brussels, Peter MacKay essentially
pledged to extend Canada’s commitment to the Libyan war until at least
September. This was, of course, before a
parliamentary debate on the subject, which
did not take place until June 14.
In support of his announcement, MacKay
claimed that Canada’s extended commitment would “maintain the momentum” of
NATO’s intervention.
I do not know which war reports MacKay
is reading, but from all public accounts, it
seemed as though President Muammar Gaddafi
was far closer to being toppled by the Libyan
rebels back in February than he is now, after
enduring nearly 90 days of NATO airstrikes.
While the UN resolution only authorized
NATO to impose a no-fly zone over Libya,
MacKay made it clear that Canada is com-
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The reason
Karzai stays
and Gaddafi
will go

mitted to the unauthorized goal of executing regime change in the country.
In a snapshot glance, Gaddafi seized
power in a military coup and has ruled Libya
with an iron fist for the past four decades.
This longevity has been affected through the
use of oil export cash to support his security forces, and by manipulating the existing
tribal rivalries within his country.
There is no doubt that some of Gaddafi’s
henchmen have a checkered past, including
the bankrolling of international terrorism in
the 1980s.
Since then, Gaddafi has been painted by
Western media as the mad Arab “who came
in from the cold” and re-established close
ties with the West.
In fact, it does not take much effort on
Google search images to find recent photos
of Gaddafi embracing a host of Western leaders, including Tony Blair, Nicolas Sarkozy and
even Canada’s own Paul Martin. During the
first Gulf War in 1991, Gaddafi’s Libya even
joined George Bush Senior’s coalition forces
to liberate Kuwait from Saddam Hussein.
As such, Canada was militarily allied with
Gaddafi’s Libya during that conflict.
However, now that Gaddafi is facing an
armed rebellion from rival tribes, Canada is
both figuratively and literally (in the form
of Canadian NATO commander Lt.-Gen.
Charles Bouchard) leading the attack to
oust the Libyan president.
Given as this is the only time in Canada’s
short history that we have been combatants
in two wars at the same time, it seems only
natural to compare our premise in Libya
with that of Afghanistan.
Since the August 2009 presidential elections in Afghanistan failed to produce a
legitimate result, the Hamid Karzai regime,
like Gaddafi, has no legitimate democratic
mandate.
Karzai remains in power simply because
he was the chosen candidate of the US in the
first place. The notorious Northern Alliance
warlords who constitute Karzai’s cabinet are
known to have committed numerous war
crimes, and some continue to preside over nar-
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While Afghan President Hamid Karzai would collapse without NATO support, Libyan President
Muammar Gaddafi remains in power in the face of a concerted alliance effort to remove him.

co-criminal drug enterprises, yet they remain
unindicted for the simple reason that NATO
needs their authority to run the country.
After nearly a decade of funding, mentoring and equipping the Afghan security
forces, they are still estimated to require at
least another three years of NATO assistance
before they can be considered self-sufficient.
Despite Afghanistan’s complete dependency on Western financial and military
support, the Karzai government implements Sharia law, including the recently
passed controversial “rape law,” which
allows husbands to demand sex from
their wives and to withhold feeding them
should they not submit. It also remains a
crime punishable by death in the Islamic
Republic of Afghanistan for a citizen to

convert to Christianity.
So, on the one hand, Canada is helping to prop up a corrupt and hated regime
against an armed rebellion in Afghanistan,
while at the same time assisting armed rebels in their attempt to overthrow a corrupt
and hated regime in Libya.
The big difference is that without NATO
support, Karzai would not remain in power
past sunset on the first day. In Libya,
Gaddafi has now managed to cling to power
for 90 days against NATO-supported rebels. Obviously not everyone in Libya hates
Gaddafi as much as the NATO propaganda
machine would have us believe.
Scott Taylor is editor and publisher of
Esprit de Corps magazine.
editor@embassymag.ca

BRENT SASLEY
& NEIL LENSINK

P

rime Minister Stephen Harper has
been very explicit about his support
for Israel and its priorities. He has
not, as some have argued, done so
because of the nefarious influence of the
“Israel lobby,” but rather because he genuinely sees Israel and Canada as intimately
connected through shared values and ideals. As he told a B’nai Brith audience in
2006, “Israel, as a fellow democracy that
prefers peace—as true democracies always
do—can count on Canada’s steadfast friendship, support and encouragement.”
This is why Harper has been out in front
of Canada’s close allies in cutting aid to
the Hamas government in 2006, shunning
the Durban anti-racism Review Conference
in 2009 out of concerns for its anti-Semitic
and anti-Israel overtones, and most recently
blocking the G8 meeting in France from issuing a statement (promoted by US President
Barack Obama and based on his May 19
speech) supporting the 1967 Green Line and
land swaps as the direct basis for negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians.
Indeed, the last event indicates that Harper’s
position is also not about pandering to the
(Jewish) ethnic vote. In an editorial in Embassy
Magazine and linked on the Canada-Israel
Committee (CIC) website, CIC CEO Shimon
Fogel notes that Obama did not call for a return

to the 1967 lines as final borders, or depart from
previous American presidents’ positions on the
issue. The article indicates general satisfaction
with Obama’s recent efforts.
All Canadian prime ministers have stamped
their imprint on Canadian foreign policy. And
in an era of rampant cynicism and complaints
about politicians, we might even laud a prime
minister for doing what he or she believes is
the right thing, regardless of its popularity.
However, as represented by his actions
at the G8 meeting, Harper may be weakening potential Canadian influence in the
Middle East and, by implication, in the
broader international system. He may also
look back and see that a more nuanced
approach would have been more effective in
supporting Israel’s long-term interests.
Nobody thinks that Canada is a major
power in the region, or that what it does
will shift regional politics; Ottawa is not
Washington. But this doesn’t mean Canada
can’t do anything in the Middle East, or is
without any influence at all.
In particular, as a staunch friend of
Israel who can be counted on to represent
Israel’s preferences in international forums,
Canada under Harper could translate this
status into a constructive force for dialogue
on the international stage. Canada could
use its credibility with Israel to bridge gaps
between Israeli, European or other UN member states’ ideas about what it would take
to return to the negotiation table.
The ability to influence is especially
important in the next several months. Just
four months from now, Palestinian leaders
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Harper’s honest mistake at the G8 summit

Prime Minister Harper at the Museum of the
Holocaust of Kalavryta in Greece last month.

plan to call for a UN vote to grant them official state status. This strategy faces some
legal hurdles, but it could well be achieved.
The political grounds are shifting in the
Middle East and Israel’s legal and moral position relative to the Palestinians has never
been so low. If the UN plan succeeds (and the
Palestinians already have a significant amount
of support in the Security Council and the
General Assembly), Israel would then be occupying an internationally recognized sovereign
state, weakening its international legitimacy
and moral standing even more.

For his part, Obama is working to build
support for direct negotiations instead of
the more antagonizing UN option. And he is
trying hard to be as fair-minded and conciliatory to both sides as possible: he has called
for the 1967 lines to be the basis for talks (a
“Palestinian demand”) while also criticizing
the Fatah-Hamas accord and the Palestinian
efforts vis-à-vis the UN (“Israeli demands”).
Building an international consensus on
this foundation is critical for Israel’s sake.
By blocking the G8 final communiqué from
referencing the 1967 borders and land
swaps, Harper made it easier for Israel to
fend off such efforts elsewhere.
And yet, the only sure way for Israel to
prevent increased isolation at the UN in
September and beyond is to show the world
that it is serious about negotiating a just,
two-state solution with the Palestinians—to
which a reference to the 1967 lines and land
swaps would go a long way.
As Obama plays the long game on IsraelPalestine, he is probably wishing that his
Canadian ally was doing the same. Given
that Israelis themselves—both leaders
and population—are divided on this issue,
Harper should be wary of being more Israeli
than Israel. Harper’s principled stance on
Israel need not conflict with a more constructive and influential role in the IsraeliPalestinian peace process.
Brent Sasley teaches Middle East and
Israeli politics at the University of Texas
at Arlington and Neil Lensink is a recent
graduate of the Norman Patterson School of
International Affairs.
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■ The process for selecting a
successor for Dominique StraussKahn needs a significant overhaul.

JOHN JACOBS

T

he candidates being considered for
IMF’s new boss do not inspire much
hope for an institution in need of
credibility. Much of the media’s focus
has been on the nationality of the candidates
rather than on what capabilities are needed
to address the IMF’s major challenges: shifting to a more flexible policy orientation and
adapting to a changed global economy.
According to a recent report by the IMF’s
Independent Evaluation Office, the fund’s effectiveness has been hindered by a “high degree
of groupthink, intellectual capture and inadequate intellectual approaches.” The groupthink
was founded on the belief that “market discipline and self-regulation [is] sufficient to stave
off serious problems in financial institutions.”
Put another way, the IMF believed that
global financial markets should be left to
their own devices to chart the contours of
economic globalization. As a result, mere
months before the financial crisis, the
“IMF’s banner message was one of continued optimism and…pointed to a positive
near-term outlook and fundamentally sound
financial market conditions,” with the fund
continuing to endorse “light-touch regulation and supervision policies”—policies that
we now know contributed to the crisis.
In retrospect, the IMF report notes,
countries that did not accept IMF recom-

mendations were less vulnerable to the
financial crisis.
The fund is also suffering from a credibility gap in low- and middle-income countries,
where most IMF lending takes place. The
fund’s groupthink led to the imposition of
policy frameworks that gave investors and
international finance free reign. Accepting
this one-size-fits all approach denies countries the policy means of promoting domestic economic development.
As a result, countries are increasingly
choosing to go it alone or seek other sources of support rather than submit to IMF
policy prescriptions that undermine their
capacity to protect themselves from an ever
more volatile global economy.
The global economy is changing but
the IMF has not kept pace. The fund was
formed to facilitate the emergence of market economies in Europe while promoting
US economic interests, and it has evolved
into an institution that promotes these
objectives globally.
This bias continues to prevail at both
the policy and staff level. According to the
report, “many staff members believed that
there were limits as to how critical they
could be regarding the policies of the largest IMF share holders—[stating] that, ‘you
cannot speak truth to authorities’ since ‘…
you’re owned by these governments.’” This
contrasts sharply with the IMF’s ongoing
imposition of policies on developing countries through its loan conditions.
Emerging economies are changing the
face of the global economy and demanding that international institutions reflect
this new reality in terms of governance
and policy approaches. The new IMF man-
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IMF: Choosing the right boss for the future

Mexican candidate Agustin Carsten is closely
tied to the IMF’s deregulation agenda.

aging director will have to foster an institution that is able to respond to, rather
than impose upon, developing countries
and emerging economies.
There were some welcome signs under
Dominique Strauss-Kahn’s management of
a rethinking of IMF orthodoxy. For example,
the fund now sees a role for capital controls, it is questioning the virtues of very
low inflation targets, and there is more
openness to regulation of the financial

system and the taxation of excess banking
profits. There is also more of an acceptance
of arguments that there needs to be a social
framework around globalization.
Strauss-Kahn’s tenure has resulted in a
more flexible IMF. Carrying on with the shift
away from adherence to the Washington
Consensus and its policy focus on free markets will be one of the biggest challenges
facing the new director.
There have been numerous calls for
reform at the Fund. Most recently the G20’s
IMF Reform Working Group reiterated its
demands for an open, merit-based and transparent process for selecting the new IMF
boss. Such a process is crucial given the organizational challenges facing the new managing
director and the changing global economy.
The emergence of better candidates is
hindered by the US and Europe’s dominance
of the selection process and the candidates
on offer do not inspire confidence. Both are
linked to factors that led to the financial
crisis—France’s Christine Lagarde has been
nurtured by the American finance industry
and Mexico’s Agustin Carsten is closely tied
to the IMF’s deregulation agenda.
What the world needed was a process
that signalled that the IMF is making progress in becoming an organization that
contributes to more even-handed and broadbased development on a global scale. What
the world got was another indication that the
Fund continues to be an institution that prioritizes the interests of wealthy countries.
John Jacobs is program officer at the
Halifax Initiative Coalition, which was formed
in 1994 to monitor and push for the reform of
international financial institutions.
editor@embassymag.ca

■ Educational links are only the first
step towards a stronger relationship.

PAUL DAVIDSON

W

hen Canadians think of our
major global trading partners,
Brazil is not usually top of mind.
We need to change that.
Canadians need to pay more attention to
Brazil. The rate of progress and change taking place across Latin America, and particularly in Brazil, is largely unheeded in Canada.
Conversely, while thoughts of Canada in
Brazil evoke good feelings, we are not high on
their priority list. The fact that president Lula
did not make a single official visit to Canada
during his two mandates is very telling.
As Brazil takes centre stage and plays
host to the World Cup in 2014 and the
Olympics in 2016, the world will watch
Brazil showcase its dynamic and bourgeoning economy. Investments that Brazil is
making now in infrastructure and human
resource development are creating opportunities for business and governments around
the world to play a role in this large and
growing economy.
In 2007, Prime Minister Stephen Harper
rightly announced a strategy for Canada to
re-engage with the Americas, with Brazil as a

priority country. With a majority government,
now is the time to advance that agenda.
The urgency is clear: with Brazil set to
be the fifth-largest economy in the world,
Canada must take action to strengthen our
engagement with this economic powerhouse.
Canada and Brazil have much to build
on. We share similar characteristics with
our large landmasses, multicultural societies and workforces, diversified economies
with large stores of natural resources,
and significant research and development
endeavours.
And yet we have much to learn from
each other’s cultures, languages and perspectives on plural societies.
Canadian universities are poised to
take action. The university sectors in both
countries have long recognized each other’s
strengths and are keen to forge closer ties.
Canadian universities are global institutions, with a global outlook and reach and
it is only natural for Canadian universities
to partner with their Brazilian counterparts
when seeking the best and the brightest the
world has to offer.
Beyond its economic power and vast
natural resources, Brazil’s most prized commodity is its talent. Brazil already produces
two times as many PhDs as Canada, especially in key areas of joint interest—clean
energy, biosciences and transportation.
Moreover, seven of the 10 leading
research intensive universities in Latin

America are based in Brazil. Canada needs
to strengthen links with them.
In terms of an exchange of students,
today’s numbers are small: only 500
Brazilian students are enrolled in Canadian
universities and even fewer Canadian students are in Brazil. We can do better. Given
our hemispheric proximity, we should be
natural partners in developing the global
workforce of tomorrow.
On June 14th and 15th, the Association
of Universities and Colleges of Canada will
bring together representatives from over 40
of Canada’s universities to meet with key
Brazilian institutions, government representatives and private-sector voices to look at
concrete ways to advance this relationship.
The workshop is part of AUCC’s strategy
to deepen the academic and research relationship between Canada and Brazil and to
establish Canada as a partner of choice for
Brazil. This work will set the stage for an
AUCC-led mission of Canadian university
presidents to Brazil in spring 2012.
As Canada emerges from the global
downturn, we have an opportunity to
build new, effective relationships with
rapidly emerging economic powers,
including Brazil. Canada’s universities
are ready to play a leading role in making
this happen.
Paul Davidson is president of the Association
of Universities and Colleges of Canada.
editor@embassymag.ca
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Time for Canada to catch a
ride on the Brazilian boat

The fact president Luiz Inacio Lula de Silva
never visited Canada while in office is telling.
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Diplomats set to start glad-handing dippers
Avinash Gavai

F

or many diplomats in Ottawa, Canada’s New
Democratic Party is a veritable unknown,
and vice versa. Its third-place status meant
interactions were kept to a bare minimum,
and aside from a chance meeting at a gala or
national day reception, largely unsubstantial.
For other envoys, the NDP has been an
irritating thorn, shouting from the sidelines
and taking positions that have been at odds
with what their governments are pressing,
whether on free trade, military deployments
and procurement, or immigration.
The results of the May 2 election have
changed everything. Now, for the first time,
the NDP finds itself the government-in-waiting, its views and positions taken more
seriously than ever before, its members of
Parliament suddenly in demand.
This applies to the diplomatic corps too,
and a movement is already afoot to begin
building bridges between envoys and the
Official Opposition—a movement that is
being embraced by the NDP as well.
On Jun. 14, an inaugural “Meet the
Official Opposition” reception was organized by Carleton University’s Initiative for
Parliamentary and Diplomatic Engagement and
the Ottawa Diplomatic Association. Initiative
director Maureen Boyd says the reception is
to serve as a jumping off point for the NDP and
Ottawa-based envoys to gain valuable insights
into their respective policies.
“There is a relationship between these the
official opposition and the diplomatic community—and an opposition critic is one of the natural
stakeholders in a country to country relationship,” she says. “So this was a first opportunity
for both communities to meet each other.”
While attending diplomats might have
been familiar with notable NDP names such as
Foreign Affairs critic Paul Dewar and Fisheries

and Oceans critic Peter Stoffer, the reception
gave them a chance to engage with first-time
MPs such as International Co-operation critic
Hélène Laverdière and Americas critic Paulina
Ayala, along with established names they did
not deal with extensively due the NDP’s former lesser standing as Canada’s “third party.”
Australian High Commissioner Justin
Brown, who hosted the meet-and-greet,
acknowledges that his interactions with the
NDP were far from comprehensive.
“A lot of my contact was incidental but
limited,” he says, “Most of my opposition
dealings were with the Liberal Party. Now
that we are in a new situation, all of us in the
diplomatic corps are looking at how to interact with the opposition in their critic roles.”
Mr. Stoffer, considered one of the parliamentarians best connected to the diplomatic
community, believes building contacts with
the corps will be a highly instructive tool to
help build the foreign policy expertise of the
NDP, thus allowing more credible oversight
of the ruling government’s policies.
“With our new position, there will be more
of an onus in terms of understanding situations
like trade agreements and current hot topic
issues like Libya, Afghanistan and immigration,”
he says. “Like remember a few years ago, there
was a bit of a diplomatic row over Mexican
visas. All these types of things, we in opposition will have to be even more aware of in that
regard in order to ascertain enhanced policies
but also to properly critique the government in
what they are doing, and that’s where the diplomatic community can be instructive.”
Pakistan High Commissioner Akbar Zeb,
who is ODA’s primary co-ordinator with the
Carleton Initiative, believes that all opposition parties have to be given due respect by
the diplomatic corps.
“You are there to explain your point of view.
You are there to improve relations between two
countries—yours and Canada,” he says. “And in

that sense your position also plays an important
role. You are constantly briefing people—whether it’s the government or the opposition—on
what needs to be done in terms of better relations between your country and Canada.”
Some in the diplomatic community don’t
want to treat interactions as merely an exercise in social pleasantries, but want to get
at the core of policy positions. The NDP’s
less-than-enthusiastic views on free trade
have irked countries such as Panama and
Colombia, which had been trying to negotiate
free trade agreements with Canada. Certain
emissaries want to gauge a clearer idea on
how the NDP’s ideology and policies will have
an effect on their respective nations.
“I’m looking forward to asking them difficult
questions,” says Zambian High Commissioner
and ODA president Nevers Mumba. “I think
when you’re in the opposition, you employ a
certain tone in your language because you’re
not in government and sometimes you hope
to challenge some of their statements on how
they hope to [implement policy] if they themselves were in government.”
But certain members of the NDP say they
will be no less stringent in seeking to highlight
and espouse core beliefs even as the Official
Opposition—a position that will continue to
raise potential conflicts with some diplomats.
“The reality is that with the NDP, you certainly know what you are getting,” says Industry
critic Peter Julian, who in his past capacity as
his party’s international trade critic was the
vocal face of opposition to the now ratified free
trade agreement with Colombia. “We will speak
about human rights and we will have candid
and frank discussions as we always have with
diplomatic representatives when we believe
that there are concerns we should be sharing….
There is no hidden agenda.”
Diplomats are also becoming aware that
there are noteworthy beneficial aspects of
dealing with a newly prominent entity that

has in the past perhaps been underestimated
as a political force.
“Dealing with the opposition gives you valuable information,” says Dutch Ambassador Wim
Geerts, “in the sense that you are able to evaluate strongly held views on policy, which are at
variance with the official government policy.
That knowledge can help the diplomat’s country construct more effective and nuance policy.”
This view is shared by Australia’s Mr.
Brown, who believes that the often less
constrained language employed by the
Opposition can be more revealing and fruitful than the sitting government’s.
“When you are talking to government, particularly to ministers, obviously they speak
as official representatives of a diplomatically
elected government, and therefore they are
careful with what they say and take their time
to consult and to ensure that their advice
back to people like me is a reflection of the
government’s considered view,” he says.
“With the opposition, I wouldn’t say its
more academic, but it’s looking at issues
from first principles and having a debate
about it, rather than presenting positions
and waiting for considered responses.”
For some in the NDP, the strengthening of
Opposition-diplomatic relationship will help
in their pursuit of furthering Canadian interests by building personal bonds.
“Our role as parliamentarians is to serve
Canadians, and even on an individual basis,
to make contacts with people with high commissions or embassies may make us better
able to help other Canadians or businesses
as they are going about their affairs in the
world,” says Immigration critic Don Davies.
“For example, let’s say there is an example of someone stuck in an Australian jail—a
Canadian citizen who calls me, it may be nice
to have a relationship with the Australian
high commissioner who can then expedite
service to that Canadian.”

Water, migration issues flying under the radar
N

othing is more essential to human life
than fresh water, but the way it is used
hasn’t garnered nearly enough attention
from world leaders, says Thomas Axworthy.
“There are relatively few issues that actually have a health dimension, an economic
dimension, an environmental dimension, and
a development dimension,” he says. “Water
is one of those, and yet it’s quite far down on
anybody’s attention.”
Mr. Axworthy is one of Canada’s most prominent thinkers on international policy issues.
Last month, he was made secretary-general
for the InterAction Council, an international
think-tank primarily comprised of more than
30 former heads of state. This new appointment beefs up a resumé that already boasts
titles like CEO of the Walter & Duncan Gordon
Foundation, and former chief speechwriter
and principal secretary for Pierre Trudeau.
The IAC recently concluded an annual
plenary session in Quebec City and released a
report calling on governments to tackle some
of the water-related issues that have been
largely off the radar so far. The report noted
that more than one billion people in the world
don’t have access to clean drinking water, and
more than two billion lack basic sanitation.
Mr. Axworthy challenges the widely held
belief that Canada is immune to fresh-water
shortages, noting that the government hasn’t
actually mapped the volume of fresh water
aquifers in the country.

“We’re making a whole series of decisions
Large, developing nations have more seriabout the uses of water...without knowing ous concerns. Mr. Axworthy points out the
what we have in the ground,” he says.
possibility of stalled economic growth in
But Canada’s water worries are more than China when there isn’t enough water to susjust a domestic issue. Water-borne diseases, tain its thirsty energy projects.
pollution and invasive species are just a few
The IAC report underlined the connecof the problems that cross borders.
tions between fresh water and more highMr. Axworthy says Canada needs to make profile issues.
a greater effort to use diplomat“In addressing water
ic tools like the International
issues, we address economJoint Commission to protect
ic and public health woes,
its water supplies. Established
while also advancing capaciin 1909, the IJC governs any
ty to adapt to climate change
issues with the lakes and rivers
and thus, reducing the presthat flow across the Canada-US
sures of climate-related
border.
migration,” it read.
“There are very few triClimate is one of many
bunals where we are equal
factors leading to an increaswith the United States, but
ing number of international
we are on that one,” he says.
migrants. Mr. Axworthy says
“Revitalizing it, giving it more
masses of people like those
resources, making it a centre
moving from North Africa
of co-operative activities with
to Europe, or Mexico to the
the US would be really impor- Thomas Axworthy
United States are beginning
tant and useful.”
to have a major impact on
Because of its neglected status, neither the countries involved.
country has entrusted the IJC with politically
According
to
the
International
sensitive issues. The nearly two-decade-old Organization for Migration, 3.1 per cent of
dispute over pollution from Devil’s Lake, the world’s population are now migrants,
North Dakota, entering the Red River in up from 2.9 per cent in 2000. This seemingly
Canada, has been punted between state, small rise represents a jump from 150 to 214
provincial and federal governments on either million people, which would constitute the
side of the border without resolution, with fifth most populous country in the world.
both sides complaining that the other refus“We’re just on the cusp of this being an
es to allow the IJC to resolve an issue that ever more accelerating issue,” Mr. Axworthy
seems tailored to its mandate.
says. “It’s only going to intensify, and there’s
The Hill Times Photo: Jake Wright

Peter Mazereeuw

very little thinking about population migration and what that may do to our nation-state
structure.”
The migration of weapons is another
neglected problem. While nuclear disarmament steals most of the headlines, Mr.
Axworthy says the proliferation of small arms
is in desperate need of international attention.
“When you look at all the gaps around
arms control, the largest single gap is around
small arms and small arms exports,” he says.
He notes that the small-arms trade has
only a “very minor” licensing system. “It’s
full of holes and lots of people don’t follow
it,” he says.
The IAC report also highlighted the issue
of small arms, noting that they are responsible for 500,000 deaths annually.
Mr. Axworthy says there are ongoing
negotiations for a more substantive small
arms control treaty, but said they have had
“virtually no attention whatsoever.”
The UN has been trying for years to hammer out an international small arms treaty,
but it has yet to enter formal negotiations.
The US is the world’s biggest arms exporter, and while President Barack Obama has
pledged to support the treaty he faces stiff
opposition from the American gun lobby, as
well as second-amendment activists.
Mr. Axworthy remains optimistic. He
says the small arms situation is similar to the
dangerous build up of landmines 10 years
ago; the world just needs a few nations to
step up, but so far none have.
pmazereeuw@embassymag.ca
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CCC sees ‘untapped market’ for Canadian arms
Carl Meyer

Y

ou wouldn’t know it from the lack
of news coverage, but the Canadian
Commercial Corporation has been transformed from a low-profile Canadian intermediary agency to a major player in promoting
Canadian global arms sales.
The Crown corporation, often referred to
simply as CCC, is best known for its primary
job, selling Canadian military technology to the
US Department of Defense under the 1956 US
Defence Production Sharing Agreement, which
today works out to about $1.4-billion worth of
product flowing south.
But in the last few years, as the US
defence industry began cooling after years
of growth, CCC began talking to foreign governments about whether it was feasible for
them to fill what was seen as a yawning gap
by emulating some of the actions of the US
defence department’s Foreign Military Sales
program, which helps the US sell military
technology to allies. It also wanted to branch
out on its own where the FMS is limited.
The answer was a resounding “yes,” and
CCC realized it was sitting on a lucrative market.
Now, Canadian defence contractors say they are
increasingly turning to CCC to help them sell
their technology to foreign militaries, and CCC is
looking at $10.3 billion in contracts for 2010-11.
For the last two years, CCC has staked
out a prominent spot at the CANSEC international arms trade show in Ottawa, luring
defence executives into its private trailer
to talk shop. Embassy caught up with CCC
president and CEO Marc Whittingham at
the show on June 2, where he was overseeing a joint trailer with Export Development
Canada. The following is a transcript of that
interview, edited for style and length:
Tell me why CCC is partnered with EDC here.
“The Canadian Commercial Corporation,
as I often say, is the little cousin of Export
Development Canada. Within the trade portfolio, we work with the [Canadian] Trade
Commissioner Service, as well as with EDC.
“More recently, we’ve established—as a
matter of fact it was last year at CANSEC that
we launched it—that we are Canada’s global

defence sales agency, and we have a businew. It started last year. It took about a year
ness line dedicated to that now. That is, in
or so before that, and it started at some of
essence, an alternative to the United States
the air shows in both Paris and in London,
Foreign Military Sales [office] for our allies
where we talked to Canadian exporters and
and likeminded nations.
talked to foreign governments about wheth“We have a competitive advantage, I
er this was a viable alternative to what they
believe, in that Canadian technology is often were currently doing with the US. And it
as good as the American technology, if not
became evident that this is a potential marbetter in some places, but the price differen- ket that has been untapped.
tial is sometimes much more attractive.
“And so we then moved from being an
“The other aspect is Canadian Commercial
organization that was largely reactive to
Corporation is, as we say, faster, quicker and
Canadian industry—and we would have
more flexible than the United States system.
done, and have done certain deals in
In the sense that the United States has a much
defence—but we didn’t have a proactive
bigger infrastructure with a much bigger
strategy ourselves, internally, that said we
overhead that it has to support
need a business development
in its fee structure with American
capability.
enterprises. We are small and
“We’ve brought in some of
nimble, and we are able to charge
that capability now within CCC.
a smaller fee, obviously, for being
We have a vice-president of busia Canadian government element
ness development and sales, a
within a transaction.
director of global defence sales.
“The other thing is that many
Our board of directors is very
nations are looking for interoperenthusiastic about it.
ability, but not necessarily at the
“We’re seeing nations in Latin
level of sophistication that some
America; Columbia is very eviof the American systems are at. So
dent, and Peru is an example. In
Canadians have that flexibility of
November last year, the Peruvian
meeting the need that the foreign
government had been in discusgovernment [military], but in a way CCC CEO Marc Whittingham. sions with [BC-based] Viking
that’s tailored to a solution that
Aircraft for [the de Havilland Twin
they need, and yet remains interoperable with
Otter] aircraft. They were trying to figure out
the Americans and other allies. That’s attractive. how they could go about doing that acquisition
“With the decreasing budgets in many
within Peru.
nations in their defence structures, what
“From the time they spoke to CCC
we’re seeing is, one is a re-examination of
through the Peruvian Embassy here in
personnel costs, and a re-examination of
Ottawa to the time that we had two people
capital into more select-type capabilities.
down there with Viking and signed the
“What that means is, in some instances,
contract was about four weeks. Peru was
that they need to retain their equipment for
ecstatic, Viking was ecstatic, and the first
longer periods of time. Canada’s defence indus- airplane will be delivered this July.
try is very capable in terms of repair and over“So we’re able to react quickly because
haul and long-term services, so CCC is able to
we’re small, and we have good contracting
partner with those firms, not just to sell goods,
expertise, which we’ve developed for years
but repair and overhaul, maintenance services, working with the US DoD.”
long-time type servicing arrangements. And
that’s attractive to foreign militaries.”
So why, from 1956 until last year, did you
not venture into this business? It seems
When did this new focus begin for you,
like a no-brainer.
and can you explain a bit about how it
“Part of it is the reality of trade in
came about?
Canada. We’ve looked at trade and the way
“This whole focus for us is relatively
Canada’s approached exports; we’ve been,

for many years, exporting to the United
States. Big customer, big economy, and
that’s a lot of where our industry focused,
including our military focus.
“But the world market wasn’t necessarily
on the horizon, not just in this area. EDC’s
chief economist said recently that not that
long ago, 85 per cent of our trade was with
the United States; now it’s under 70-someodd per cent. So you can see our diversity
of trade is becoming more evident. We saw
a niche there; we talked to our Canadian
defence exporters, they said yeah, for sure,
this is a capability that’s needed within the
Canadian government to support them.
“A normal preoccupation for many governments has always been, ‘we need to create a domestic capability.’ But if you have
less money then you’re more selective about
‘where do I create a domestic capability’ or
‘where do I go abroad and use economies of
scale for capabilities that already exist?’
“Canada is not in everything. We don’t
build fighter aircraft, but we build some of the
best light armoured vehicles in the world. We
don’t necessarily build ships that are exported
around the world, but we do command-and-control systems, communication systems. We have
a lot of niches within that Canadian defence
industry that aren’t necessarily that well-known
internationally. Then you couple that with a
service like the CCC that can provide a lot of the
same services that the US has been providing to
these nations over the years.”
And why set up shop at CANSEC?
“When I was speaking to the head of the
US Foreign Military Sales [office] about a
year and a half ago, he was saying that their
annual sales are $35 billion, but the demand
on them is $50 billion, they just can’t meet
that world demand. This is because many of
the customers that come to them are looking for capability that is a little lower than
what’s in the US military inventory.
“But their structure is centered around
the fact that they sell what’s in that inventory. So they’re not able to necessarily
meet those types of demands. We can in
Canada—we can with our industry and we
can with this government capability at CCC.
So that’s why it’s important to be here.”

PM’s comments for domestic audience: Governor
Continued from Page 1

“Maybe…Mr. Harper is an optimistic
man, and I am also an optimistic man, but
we shouldn’t be that confident, because
the Afghan situation is pretty delicate,”
Tooryalai Wesa told Embassy in an interview
in Montreal during the Internal Economic
Forum of the Americas on June 8.
“I don’t know him closely, but this is—from
my perspective—a bit of an optimistic statement at this time of Afghanistan’s situation.”
During a one-day surprise trip to Afghanistan
on May 30, Mr. Harper said the country “is
no longer a source of global terrorism.” While
terrorism should still be a cause of concern
for both Canada and the rest of the world, the
prime minister said, the Asian nation “does not
represent a geostrategic risk to the world.”
Canadian troops will start withdrawing from
Kandahar starting next month after six years of
often intense combat and counter-insurgency
operations that have cost the lives of more than
150 soldiers, a diplomat and several NGO workers. Questions are already being raised about
Canada’s legacy in the province after so much
blood and treasure has been expended.
In light of the upcoming withdrawal, Mr. Wesa
said the prime minister’s comments might have

the province, more paved roads, dozens of new
published books by Kandahari historians and
poets, as well as some increased trade.
But Mr. Wesa has also been a firsthand witness to—and target of—the ongoing security volatility himself. At the beginning of May, gunmen
launched a series of attacks across
Kandahar City, including on the
governor’s compound. “There’s
some good days and bad days,”
Mr. Wesa acknowledged. But “we
are on the right track, there is
‘Good days and bad days’
no doubt. We are following the
Not, Mr. Wesa said, that the situright path, but it is a slow drive
ation hasn’t improved in Kandahar.
that takes some time, that takes
The governor, who took up his posienergy, and some effort, but the
tion in December 2008 after having
track is right.”
lived for years in British Columbia,
There has been recent talk
said he has seen numerous improvefrom some allies such as the UK
ments, particularly in terms of secuthat with the death of Osama
rity, since he took office. For exam- Tooryalai Wesa.
bin Laden, now might be a time
ple, he said, he is now able to drive
to reconsider withdrawing from
to some places that before he was only able to Afghanistan. But Mr. Wesa said it’s not yet
reach by helicopter.
time to say the mission has been accomMr. Wesa also enthusiastically listed a number plished.
of successful initiatives on the development side,
“I am note sure if eradicating terrorism
such as a new science laboratory at Kandahar will be a one-person issue,” he said. “As we
University, partly sponsored by Canada’s devel- can see, bin Laden was not alone. There were
opment agency, a new library and museum in other associates and people around him. He
been aimed at a domestic Canadian audience
that is looking for answers and reassurance that
the effort was worthwhile and successful.
“[The comments] will be of more support
for the Canadian troops,” he said, “because
maybe some of the Canadians are asking the
question: ‘What happened? Are we
done? Why did we come and why
are we leaving?’ So maybe this is
something to convince them that
the Afghans are getting better.”

will be replaced. Al-Qaeda will still be there.”
Although, Mr. Wesa said he is happy
the nearly 3,000 Canadian troops who have
become a fixture in Kandahar since 2005 will
soon return to their families as Canada transitions to a training mission in Kabul, Herat and
Mazar-i-Sharif. However, he also said there will
be a vacancy in Kandahar after their departure.
Meanwhile, former Pakistani president
Pervez Musharraf said that while Canada’s decision to leave Kandahar and end combat operations in Afghanistan was up to the government,
“I personally don’t think it’s a wise step.”
The former Pakistani president, who was
speaking at a news conference at the same
event as Mr. Wesa, said setting an end-date to
the mission instead of an end-state is counterproductive and emboldens the insurgents.
“It must be effect-related,” he said. “We
cannot leave Afghanistan in an unstable situation…. We don’t want such instability there
because the biggest gainers will be the terrorists, al-Qaeda and the Taliban.”
Mr. Musharraf described Canadian
troops, along with the US, Australian and
British troops, as “combat-worthy.”
“If we throw combat-worthy troops out of
Afghanistan, it certainly wouldn’t make me
happy,” he said.
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Think tanks will need new funding mentality
Continued from Page 1

is hoping to achieve self-sufficiency by then.
Since
KAIROS,
Alternatives
and
the Canadian Council for International
Co-operation captured headlines for being
dropped as development partners, the government has been repeatedly accused of
trying to cripple organizations deemed to be
critical of its policies by cutting their funding.
However, the recent announcement that
FOCAL is shutting down, and the current
struggles of other think tanks, highlight what
this government’s philosophy is: it will only
finance groups and projects that society—
through private financing or philanthropic
gestures—also finds an interest in.
The government’s goal, observers says, is
to look for ways to shake off years of perceived
funding entitlement and dependency by calling
for more private sector involvement.
While some policy think tanks are optimistic
and are trying to attract the interest of more
corporate donors, others say the government
has no plan that could facilitate the centres’
transition to new funding sources, which will
result in a significant loss of public policy input.
Regardless, all recognize that the new
reality for Canada’s think tanks will be
marred by management challenges and a
need to change funding mentalities.

Results for money

FOCAL’s case is the one that highlights
this new reality the best. It was created
under the Mulroney government in the
1990s at a time when Canada was joining
the Organization of American States as a
full member. In 2009, the group received
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almost $700,000 in project funding from CIDA
and about $15,800 from the International
Development Research Centre.
Some observers say FOCAL has been providing relevant policy options about a region this
government has made a foreign policy focus.
Some have even accused it of being too close
to government, supporting, among others, the
disputed trade deals with Panama and Colombia.
That, however, wasn’t enough to
save it.
During a teleconference from
El Salvador on June 10, Minister
of State for the Americas Diane
Ablonczy said Foreign Affairs
funding for FOCAL was meant to
be short term, to leverage permanent funding from non-government sources in order to become
sustainable in the long term.
“We have been informed that
FOCAL’s board of directors has
made a decision,” Ms. Ablonczy
said. “We feel it’s unfortunate, but Carlo Dade.
we still benefit from the work of
numerous organizations and institutions across
the country to provide us with advice on Latin
America and the Caribbean.”
Philip Oxhorn, director of the Institute for
the Study of International Development at
McGill University, said there are a number of
reasons for this. First, the advocacy efforts
of some NGOs have tinted the Conservatives’
views on civil society.
At the same time, even when an organization
is in line with government priorities, the government does not believe it is seeing tangible
research benefits with the money it is spending.
“When FOCAL gets this message, it’s clear
it’s not ideology but something else,” he said.
“All these research and think tanks receiving
money from the government have not been
able to convince the government they provide meaningful research.”
And finally, Mr. Oxhorn said, there is a
general aversion both within the Conservative
government and federal bureaucracy to establishing a dependence on core funding, with the
feeling it creates a sense of entitlement.
Rather, “the government is saying that
if they want to continue existing, they need
to convince other people that they deserve
funding because the government doesn’t
think they deserve it,” Mr. Oxhorn said.
In other words, he said, the government is
asking these think tanks to attract more private
sector interest in their research, which would
also bring more legitimacy to their work.
While previous governments have also
been signalling that policy think tanks should
aim for financial independence, the Harper
government has been “pushing for it more
forcefully,” Mr. Oxhorn said.
This is based on the government’s philosophy that public funds should flow towards
activities where society is already showing
an interest, said Paul Evans, director of
Institute of Asian Research at the University
of British Columbia and former CEO of the
Asia Pacific Foundation, also a think tank.
“There is a general view in conservative
circles that public money should not support activities where private interests and
civil society interests are not the determining factor,” he said.

Getting the private sector involved

While FOCAL executive director Carlo
Dade agreed that the current funding model
is not sustainable, he also said the danger
in pushing think tanks towards private-sector funding is that these institutions might
slowly become like consulting agencies. On
the other hand, Mr. Dade also agreed that
the private sector has a responsibility to
participate in the formation of public policy
and other research from which it benefits.
“Given their resources, they have a bigger

responsibility than a citizen,” he said.
The problem is that while private sector
investment in think tanks has become a tradition in the United States, he said, the same is
not true in Canada. So although obtaining funding from businesses is a valid proposition, the
challenge has been reaching that goal.
“The first response you get from the government is ‘You need to raise money from the
private sector,’” Mr. Dade said.
“But it’s rare that anyone from
the government has to raise
money for anything, so advice
about how to achieve independence is interesting.”
Mr. Evans agreed that it is
not easy for organizations to
find outside funding.
“Canadian corporations have
been supportive of individual
projects,” he said, “but to get
the baseline support, you need
for infrastructure, staff and salaries—it has become extremely
difficult to get Canadian companies to invest.”
Still, when private sector interest has
existed, the Conservative government has
shown itself ready to jump in and help public policy development, Mr. Evans said. The
approach is just different than before.
The new system is based on matching
already-existing private sector contributions,
Mr. Evans said. Some examples are the Munk
School of Global Affairs at the University of
Toronto, founded after a large donation from
Canadian philanthropist Peter Munk, and the
Centre for International Governance Innovation,
a think tank founded by co-CEO of Research In
Motion Jim Balsillie. The federal government
has provided funding to both of these groups.
But these acts of philanthropy are, in general, more likely to target universities, whose
longevity provides a sense of security to that
investment, Mr. Evans said.
This means that stable long-term private
sector contributions has not yet fully trickled
down to independent not-for-profit think tanks—
and the financial challenge stretches across the
board. The Asia Pacific Foundation, as opposed
to FOCAL, received a $50-million endowment
from the government when it was created in
2005, which helped it remain financially stable.
Even so, this think tank is still constantly
looking to obtain additional revenues. The
group recently sent out an email asking for
donations so that it can continue to provide
“free, relevant and top-quality information.”
Mr. Evans says the writing has been on
the wall ever since the Harper government
came to power.
“For the last five years, all organizations
have known that the winds are blowing in a
different direction and the preferred model is
shifting,” he said. “It’s not a surprise.”
One think tank that has been preparing for
a transition is the North-South Institute. Joe
Ingram, who joined the group as president
nine months ago after a 30-year career with the
World Bank, said that since his arrival, he has
been looking at different ways to raise the think
tank’s profile and to diversify funding options.
“From the moment I walked in I said we need
to change our funding strategy and we basically
have a year and a half to do that,” he said.
The North-South Institute is receiving project funding from both CIDA and the IDRC. Mr.
Ingram said he hopes that funding will continue beyond 2012, but the institute is looking to
reduce the overall share of government funding.
The institute wants to partner with other
groups in the US, the United Kingdom and
South Africa, Mr. Ingram said, while also submitting research funding proposals to major
donors, including corporate partners and
foreign governments.
People working in the private sector in
Canada will recognize the research value of

groups like the North-South Institute, he said,
especially its contribution to understanding
the challenges posed by emerging economies.
“I may be overly optimistic,” Mr. Ingram
said. “We may not be able to get that funding
from the public sector, but we are going to
try and see how enlightened the Canadian
private sector is.”
Suzanne Monaghan, the president of the
Pearson Peacekeeping Centre, shares Mr.
Ingram’s optimism. The centre has been
receiving $4 million in core funding from the
government (25 per cent of their revenue)
for the last 17 years, with the end set for
2012. Although not a think tank per se since
research represents only a part of its activity,
the centre finds itself nevertheless in a similar situation with the North-South Institute.
Ms. Monaghan remembers a government
official once asked her about the ways in which
her group planned to become self-sustaining.
“I don’t need to be asked that question
twice,” she said.
The cyclical funding uncertainty led Ms.
Monaghan to decide “to go it alone.”
“Over the last couple of years, as we were
waiting on the edge, waiting to hear whether we
get new core funding or not, we realized this is
preventing us from being successful, because
we have to wait for these decisions,” she said.
“So why not take matters in our hands?”
Ms. Monaghan said she is changing the
centre’s business model, trying to partner
with other non-governmental groups, and
like other think tanks, trying to diversity the
funding options. The Pearson Peacekeeping
Centre is currently working with peacekeeping training institutions in the Americas, trying to harmonize their work.

Learning to adapt

Mr. Ingram said competing with other think
tanks and institutions for funding is not a bad
thing, since it will only improve work quality.
“It requires you to be more rigorous and
to produce better research proposals,” he
said. “If you just sit back and rely on core
funding, you are not going to get very far. It
tends to affect the quality of what you produce. You tend to take it for granted.”
But this also means that the private sector mentality that exists in the US needs to
manifest itself in Canada, he added.
Mr. Dade said it’s logical the government
wants to use its funds efficiently. If an organization doesn’t meet its mission, it’s understandable the government would want to use
the money in a different place.
But “the issue of destruction and creation
makes sense if you are getting new and more
efficient organizations coming in,” he said.
“That, I think, is the real issue: I don’t
think you are seeing the creation. You better
have a plan in place, otherwise you will see
massive destruction.”
Mr. Evans also said that there is going to
be a reduction in the number of public policy
institutions in Canada in the near future.
Provincial government may become a
crucial source of funding for think tanks in
the future, since they do not necessarily
share the philosophy of the current federal
Conservative government and might be willing to support these groups’ activities at
least for the medium term, Mr. Evans said.
But if not, there will be casualties.
Think tanks will also have to find ways to
increase their public presence and network
as much as they can.
“We’re in an era where communication is
crucial and to make an impact means more
than just writing reports and working closely
with government officials,” Mr. Evans said. “In
the US, if you run an institute, even if endowed
or through government funding, the idea of
self-promotion is crucial to amplify the impact
of the work, but also to find support for it.”
agurzu@embassymag.ca
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Climate Security

Carl Meyer

O

n May 8, Canada deployed its military
into rural Manitoba to secure the province from the effects of climate change.
Of course, no one said it quite so bluntly.
That was the day Manitoba Premier Greg
Selinger asked for soldiers to help fight the
floods ravaging his province. Within hours, the
Army had sent hundreds of men and women
to help build and reinforce dikes and protect
property in danger of being washed away.
The Army was last called in during a
massive flood in 1997. But floods have been
re-appearing over the last four years, and this
year, it was too much for Manitoba’s government: It quietly acknowledged that climate
change is beginning to affect the province’s
lakes region, and will continue to do so in the
future, issuing a request for proposals this
month for a study on how to deal with the

problem of “excess moisture on agricultural
lands” going forward.
Manitoba is not the only province to face
climate-related hazards this spring. In the
Montérégie region of Quebec, flooding was
so bad it also forced the Quebec government
to call in the Army. And roughly 100 wildfires
scorched the earth across Alberta this spring,
the largest of which, north of Fort McMurray,
dwarfed the size of the City of Edmonton by
nine times, the largest fire in recent memory.
Environmental scientists say climate and
climate-related hazards such as floods, storms
and droughts have served as triggers for over
75 per cent of the global disasters in the past
decade. While analysts in Quebec say it’s too
early to tell whether the flooding there was
the direct result of climate change, it was
predicted by a 2010 report by the US Nature
Conservancy, which said climate change could
lead to “heavy storm events” in the Lake
Champlain basin, which straddles Quebec.

The province had already moved to conduct
research in its jurisdiction looking at the security implications of climate change. Back in 2001
Ouranos, a joint initiative between the Quebec
government, Hydro-Québec and Environment
Canada, was created. This spring, Ouranos
published a report interpreting climate change
scenarios with an eye to improving risk management in agriculture across the province.
Quebec and Manitoba’s fellow provinces
are also taking a look at climate hazards. For
example, on April 21, the Ontario government
released an “adaptation strategy and action
plan” for dealing with climate change that
linked the security implications to its citizens
to an increase in greenhouse gases.
“Changes in weather patterns already
impose risks to life, property and the natural
world in Ontario that cannot be ignored.
Reducing those immediate risks is the only
prudent course of action for all levels of
government, as well as communities, corporations, businesses, and individual citizens,”
reads the report.
In response, the Ontario Region Climate
Change Consortium, a group consisting
mainly of universities and private sector
involvement, was formed in May. Their current focus is a study looking at the eventual scope and focus of a Canadian climate
change risk management solution.
There are also other non-governmental
organizations providing funding for climate
change security. For example, on May 11,
the Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions
announced $1.8 million in new funding for
British Columbia-led projects “aimed at finding solutions to the environmental, social
and economic challenges, and opportunities
brought about by climate change.”

Federal input less assured?
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Yet while federal departments have done
extensive research into climate change security, scientists say the federal government is
lagging behind its provincial counterparts in
addressing the issue.
Over the past few years, several reports
have been authored on climate change as it
relates to the danger of natural disasters, the
implications for the Canadian Forces, national
security risks to Canadians, increased migration and refugees to the Canadian border, the
spread of disease and other public health
risks, and the impact on natural resources.
Robert McLeman, co-ordinator of the
University of Ottawa’s Environmental Studies
Program, says the extensive and ongoing
research means almost every federal government department has a file on climate change.
The government has established a
National Platform on Disaster Risk Reduction,
which is mandated to provide advice, in part,
on the possibility of environmental hazards
stemming from climate change. It is Canada’s
response to its adoption of the non-binding
2005 UN disaster reduction treaty called
the Hyogo Framework for Action. A national
progress report, completed in February, references climate change 21 times, including
several federal departmental reports that
have been published.
Yet departmental spokespeople say their
reports are not official government policy.
For example, a spokesperson responding
to questions on a DND study into implications of climate change on the military told
Embassy the report was a “prescriptive document,” meaning that it did not have authority
to direct sub-departmental work.
Former Environment Canada assistant
deputy minister Gordon McBean, who is
chair of the Canadian Foundation for Climate
and Atmospheric Sciences (CFCAS) and chair
of the scientific committee on the Integrated
Research on Disaster Risk—a program under
the International Council for Science—says
federal government leadership is lacking.
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Floods, fires prompt provinces to take action

Canadian Forces fight the flood in Manitoba.

He was the principal author of a report
published in December entitled “The Security
of Canada and Canadians: Implications of
Climate Change,” which synthesized existing research on climate change security.
The report concluded that more needed to
be done at the federal level, suggesting that
“the provinces have been more engaged in
energy and climate policy development than
the Government of Canada.”
Scientists say the Harper government
instead looks at climate change in economic
terms. For example, CFCAS, which provides
research grants on how to deal with the implications of climate change, including security,
through the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada, saw its funds cut
from roughly $27 million per year, including
money kicked in from partner organizations,
to $7 million per year in Budget 2011. CFCAS
says this is less than half of what is needed
to sustain the level of research it has been
providing on climate change security.
The federal budget does say it provides
$435 million per year “to address climate
change and air quality” in general, but this
number includes the extension of the government’s ecoENERGY home retrofit program. And by comparison, the budget hands
out $50 million per year “for research, development and demonstrations of clean energy
and energy efficiency.”
But the Harper government says it takes
all implications of climate change seriously.
Departmental spokespeople point to the climatechange.gc.ca website, launched in fall
2009, as well as Canada’s support for the
UN Copenhagen Accord, the fact the environment is one of the “four pillars” of its
Northern Strategy, and the expansion of land
under environmental protection.
And Environment Minister Peter Kent,
responding to calls from the oil and gas sector last week to establish stringent climate
change regulations at the federal level, has
been defending the government’s record in
the House of Commons.
“We have a plan and the plan is working.
We addressed transportation emissions first.
We moved on to the coal-fired electricity
generating sector, and we are about to begin
consultations with other heavy emitters,
including the oil and gas sector,” he said during Question Period on June 8.
cmeyer@embassymag.ca
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A ‘risk multiplier’ and global strategic threat
NEIL MORISETTI

T

here are a number of new emerging
global threats and challenges facing
UK and Canadian militaries. One of
these is climate change, and it should
be treated like any other strategic threat.
We need to understand it, and how it will
impact on national security. In the UK, this
is reflected in our mainstream planning.
The UK National Security Strategy 2010
describes the “physical effects of climate
change [as] likely to become increasingly
significant as a ‘risk multiplier,’ exacerbating
existing tensions around the world.”
The UK Ministry of Defence strategic
objectives are clear: as well as dealing with
today’s threats, we should be prepared
for tomorrow’s. We are already seeing the
effects of climate change in areas such as
Southeast Asia and Africa.
As set out in the Canada First Defence
Strategy, Canada faces challenges on the
homefront too, and disasters will continue to
occur, often with devastating consequences.
The Canada First Strategy also points
out that changes in the Arctic could spark
an increase in illegal activity, with important implications for Canadian sovereignty
and security.
Climate change will amplify the impact
of some of the world’s worst and common
problems, such as the spread of disease,
and food, water and other resource scarcities. These threats, exacerbated by climate

change, will challenge government capacity
across the board, including the military.
Current events in Northern Africa and
the Middle East have once again demonstrated the high cost of our dependence on
oil and the hard reality that we are not in
control of our energy security. This latest
outbreak of instability only exacerbates an
existing problem, as energy security and the
economic turbulence it creates have been
growing issues for several decades.
Some of the
largest consumers
of energy in developed nations are
the armed forces.
Oil is our Achilles
heel. Our respective militaries are
looking for ways to
diversify our energy
supply and use less
energy overall. In
the UK, the Ministry
of Defence spends
close to £1 billion on
energy every year.
On operations
overseas, our troops
are dependent on oil
from fuel convoys
which are extremely
vulnerable to attack. As nations, if we can
reduce our fossil-fuel use and invest in
diversifying our energy supply, we will not
only improve our energy security, but we
will save lives and money.

So the challenge is to ensure we have
the appropriate capabilities to be effective
in the 21st century while at the same time
delivering them in a low carbon manner.
Our militaries are both testing clean
energy technologies for use on Forward
Operating Bases, including portable and
robust wind turbines and solar panels and
improved operational power management.
In the mid- to long term, we will need to
develop more sustainable energy solutions for
propulsion of ships,
aircraft and land
vehicles.
Both our countries need balanced
energy policies that
include all of our
domestic sources of
energy: natural gas,
nuclear, solar, offshore wind, biofuels
and oil. There is no
one technology or
energy source that
will solve our current global energy
crisis; but our energy
choices must be
secure, affordable
and sustainable.
To that end, the
UK government has recently published an
Energy Statement which provides the market
with direction, sets out a strategic energy
policy and helps guide investment. This creates the kind of confidence that clean-energy

technology firms, large and small, need to in
order to focus their investments and development priorities.
We applaud Canada’s leadership in the
development of carbon capture and storage,
which has the potential to be a cornerstone
of future emissions reductions.
In the UK, we have a comprehensive
and legally binding Climate Change Act that
mandates significant reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.
Energy efficiency and conservation
are essential pieces of a broader energy
policy. Electricity infrastructure upgrades,
increased fuel-efficiency standards for cars
and trucks, residence and building retrofits
all help reduce energy use, saving businesses and consumers a lot of money.
In the UK, high energy prices have
already motivated consumers and businesses to implement conservation and energyefficiency measures. Safe and comfortable
cars that get 60 miles to the gallon are
affordable, commonplace and readily available. Essential in a country like the UK where
gasoline already costs over $2 per litre.
As oil prices continue to rise globally as a
result of increased demand, less reliable supply and political instability, the need to implement fuel efficiency measures becomes more
pressing. But the longer we wait, the more
expensive and limited our options become.
Addressing these challenges is something
which our two countries can work together on.
Rear Admiral Neil Morisetti is the United
Kingdom’s climate and energy security envoy.
editor@embassymag.ca

PAUL KERN
In 1989, I commanded a brigade at Fort
Stewart, Georgia, which was deploying to Turkey
for a NATO training mission. Hurricane Hugo
drew a bead on the coast of Georgia and South
Carolina and caused us to reposition our aviation
assets and move base families into shelters. One
of my battalions deployed to Charleston, South
Carolina, for a month to help with recovery.
We handled the emergency well. But the
training exercise—designed to prepare us for
our core military mission— was not as effective
as it could have been because our energies and
focus had been diverted to address a weather
event. This is one small example of how
extreme weather can affect military readiness.
Scientists tell us that with a changing
climate, we can expect more extreme weather, along with rising sea levels and other
effects that will affect not only our military
readiness, but our national security as a
whole. This past spring has shown us how
deadly extreme weather can be in developed
nations as well as less developed countries.
I have the honor of serving with some
of the United States’ most distinguished
retired military leaders on the Center for
Naval Analyses’s Military Advisory Board
(MAB), which has studied the links among
climate change, national security, energy and

economic security. The MAB has found that
projected climate change poses a serious
threat to America’s national security, acting
as a threat multiplier for instability in some
of the most volatile regions of the world.
As a commander, I saw this first-hand
in Africa, where expanding desertification
prompted a growing refugee crisis. Large
numbers of desperate people on the move is
a recipe for disaster.
Climate change impacts such as severe
droughts, stronger storms, floods, sea-level
rises and other effects increase the chances of
unrest—unrest that our militaries will be sent to
address, possibly putting them into harm’s way.
The Pentagon recognized this issue when
the 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review stated
that “climate change and energy will play significant roles in the future security environment.”
The armed services are responding by planning for the challenges of a changing climate:
the likelihood of instability in vulnerable parts
of the world; the need for more humanitarian missions; the risk to military installations
caused by rising sea levels; and the accelerated
melting of Arctic ice, which creates potential
competition for access and resources.
The Pentagon has also committed to mitigating climate change by becoming more energy
efficient and deploying alternative energy sources. The benefits of this approach are practical
and support military effectiveness: saving energy saves money—and lives. A $1 increase per
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Climate change
driving US national
security decisions
US Air Force Staff Sgt. Willie Remigio cleans a solar panel at a military base in Southwest Asia.

year in the barrel price of oil costs the Pentagon
about $130 million more dollars. And an Army
study in Afghanistan found one American killed
or wounded for every 24 fuel convoys.
Among the military’s innovative energy efforts:
■ The Navy aims to get 40 per cent of its
energy from alternative sources by 2020,
and to cut petroleum used by its vehicles
in half by 2015.
■ Army installations are being powered by
wind turbines, geothermal heat pumps,
photovoltaics and biomass.
■ The Air Force’s goal is to use alternatives
to meet half its aviation fuel needs by 2016.
■ Marines in Afghanistan have tested solarpowered gear that reduces the need for
diesel fuel to power generators, and so
cuts down on the number of dangerous
resupply convoys.
Because the Pentagon is the largest single
consumer of oil in the world, this push for
renewables and efficiency could end up being
one of the most important aspects of the

story of national security and climate change
in the United States. The military is helping
create and sustain a market for innovative
energy technology.
As the former commanding general of the
US Army Materiel Command, I know firsthand that the right technologies can make a
real difference in our military readiness, in
the ability of the United States and our allies
to project force where it’s needed and in our
ability to sustain a fight.
Looking at the bigger picture, spurring
innovation and investment in clean energy
technologies contributes to economic growth
and spurs the nation and the world toward a
future that is more profitable, more sustainable
and more secure.
Retired US Army general Paul Kern is a
decorated combat veteran of Vietnam and
Iraq. His 37 years of service included commanding the US Army Materiel Command and
the Fourth Infantry Division (Mechanized).
editor@embassymag.ca
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Alternatives key to a new security paradigm
MEGAN LESLIE

W

hen people think about the
impact of climate change, physical devastation is often the first
thing to come to mind.
But beyond melting icecaps, rising sea
levels and changing weather patterns, there
are also significant socio-political and economic ramifications.
This second set of consequences is what is
known as “climate security”—and it’s a topic
that the Harper government has so far avoided.
Climate security analysis informs policymakers about what the human costs and
international consequences of climate
change will be.
The costs and consequences range from
drought and famine to conflict based on
changed territorial boundaries and landscapes,
as well as mass migrations due to the significant environmental impact of global warming.
Governments around the world are
taking serious action to address climate
change, and this includes recognizing its
security implications.
Great Britain has gone so far as to
instruct all of its ministries to frame their
policies and actions with a focus on climate security. To that end, Great Britain
passed climate change legislation in 2007
that includes a carbon budgeting system,
emission targets and caps, an independent
government advisory body, and mandatory
climate change risk reports.
Canada needs to take similar action.
The first step is a national plan. The
Conference Board of Canada recently
released a report criticizing the hodgepodge of Canadian climate change policies
and regulations. The report points out
significant loopholes to be closed, and that
there is an average of 100 climate change
measures per government within Canada.
What it makes abundantly clear is that
Canada needs cohesive policies with con-

crete, national goals that are not industryspecific, but pan-national.
New Democrats tabled legislation that
would have set concrete, achievable national
greenhouse gas emissions reductions targets.
This bill, which was passed by the House of
Commons twice, would have provided leadership and guidance domestically and would
have re-established our good standing with
the international community as leaders in
the effort to make positive change.
However, this bill’s journey was halted
earlier this year in the unelected Senate, by

a government that is apparently indifferent
to the long-term consequences of inaction
on climate change.
The death of the NDP’s climate change
bill is due to a failure to recognize at a
national level the economic opportunities that green technologies offer and the
chance before us to re-imagine the Canadian
economy of the future. We can build an economy based on renewable energy resources
instead of one that relies almost uniquely on
fossil fuels. The oil sands are not the only
economic generator available to us.

The most recent “Summary for
Policymakers” from the International Panel
on Climate Change states that, with the
right policies, renewable energy sources
could provide up to 80 per cent of the
world’s energy demands by 2050.
Canada should position itself as a leader
of change in these industries, and as a place
where companies can invest in development
and production of these technologies.
Germany, which has decided to end the
use of nuclear energy by 2020, is able to do
so precisely because it has invested heavily
in other energy technologies, in particular
renewable sources of energy. Their actions
serve as an excellent example of how proactive policies have lead to greater policy
options later on.
The underlying problem to climate
change is not only the use of non-renewable
energy sources, but also that we overconsume energy. Reduction in energy consumption also offers significant economic
opportunity to Canadians.
With the right policies, we can lead the
world in developing energy efficient technologies that will not only provide improvements domestically, but also internationally—particularly in emerging economies.
Finally, public education must be made
a priority in order for progress to be made.
We want people to understand the reasoning behind our energy efficiency and renewable energy programs, the economic benefits of green policies, and what the risks and
costs will be if we don’t take action.
We do not have time to waste. The risk is
clear and the need for a humanitarian focus
must begin now, before there are serious
consequences. This is what being a true
global partner means, and the prosperity
and security of our own country will rely on
our efforts both domestically and internationally. Climate change and climate security-driven policy must be made a priority by
the government.
Megan Leslie is the NDP environment critic.
editor@embassymag.ca

Objects in mirror are closer than they appear
ELIZABETH MAY

F

undamentally, the climate crisis has
always been a security issue.
In June 1988, Canada hosted
the first international, comprehensive scientific conference on the looming
threat of climate change. The conference,
co-hosted by the World Meteorological
Organization and the United Nations
Environmental Program, was titled “Our
Changing Atmosphere: Implications for
Global Security” (emphasis added).
The consensus statement of more than
350 scientists from around the world began:
“Humanity is conducting an unintended,
uncontrolled, globally pervasive experiment, whose ultimate consequences could
be second only to global nuclear war.”
Perhaps if we had kept that focus on
global security, rather than categorize climate as an “environmental issue,” we would
have made progress in the last two decades.
In the name of security, Canadian governments have acceded to reduced civil liberties, time-wasting and invasive searches of
citizens before boarding aircraft, and spent
billions on precautionary measures.
We have, in the name of security, launched
wars costing multiple billions and risking the
lives of our bravest citizens. In the face of a

clear and present danger from the climate
crisis, we seem unwilling to pass simple regulations or spend more than token amounts.
The fact that human-induced climate
change is a security threat was cited by Hans
Blix, the UN weapons inspector responsible
for the search for WMD in Iraq. On his retirement, he noted that while his life’s work had
been dominated by the threat from weapons
of mass destruction, the climate crisis was
the threat that dominated his fears.
A similar point was made by the former
science adviser to the prime minister of the
UK, Sir David King. Most forcefully, Gwynne
Dyer devoted years to the research for
his devastating book, Climate Wars. How
Peak Oil and the Climate Crisis Will Change
Canada (and Our Lives)
Sadly, categorizing the climate crisis
as an environmental issue has left it languishing on the sidelines of governmental
priorities. Meanwhile, evidence of the geopolitical and disruptive impacts of the crisis
has shifted from warnings of future events
to the pages of our daily newspapers.
The growing food crisis is the result of
extreme weather events—from the extreme
heat and fires of the summer of 2010 in Russia
and its impact on grain production there to
heavy flooding. Droughts have plagued China
for the last many months, leaving millions of
acres of farmland desiccated and unproductive.
The growing number of environmental

refugees reached to the millions in the
last 12 months alone. Extreme flooding
events displaced millions from Pakistan to
Argentina, while low-lying island states contemplate relocation of their populations.
Water scarcity, food shortages and competition for resources are all set to increase
exponentially as greenhouse gas levels rise.
2010 was the hottest year on record, but
still some radio shock-jocks claim the global
temperature is going down.
The last federal election campaign was a
content-free zone. The climate crisis did not
figure into the debate. Media announced that
climate change was not an election issue.
The Conservative Party platform had more
detail about the upcoming bicentennial of
the War of 1812 than it did about the clear
and present danger of the climate crisis.
We are sleep-walking toward a precipice.
Those not willing to take action are either
consciously willing to deny what they know
(cognitive dissonance) or unwilling to see
what they don’t want to see (wilful blindness).
The overwhelming scientific advice is
that global emissions of greenhouse gases
must peak and begin to fall no later than
2015. If we allow emissions to continue
to grow past that point, we are likely to
have triggered the worst-case scenarios
described in the 1988 consensus statement.
The prospect of “runaway global warming”
was first described to me in 1990 by the late Dr.

Digby MacLaren, one of Canada’s leading scientists and former president of the Royal Society
of Canada. He warned that the ultimate worstcase scenario for the climate crisis was an
ever-accelerating temperature increase, driving
life-support systems into reverse.
I asked other scientists if he was right.
How likely did they think it was that we
could so destabilize the global climate, that
pulsing global temperatures could put in
motion increased and self-accelerating levels of carbon emissions, unleashing carbon
from melting permafrost, burning forests,
and shrinking icecaps opening up vast areas
of ocean to pull in the sun’s radiated heat
instead of reflecting it back to the dark sky?
For years, the scientific community saw
runaway global warming as a distant and
hypothetical possibility. I have been listening in on the growing consensus for two
decades. The understanding has shifted. Our
failure to act over two decades has moved
runaway global warming from remote hypothetical into a near and present threat.
Looking back, objects in the mirror are
closer than they appear. We are losing the distance we need to avoid disaster. It is closing
in. And nothing in the most ambitious plots of
a hundred terrorist cells could approach the
damage we are inflicting on ourselves.
Elizabeth May is leader of the Green Party
of Canada.
editor@embassymag.ca
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Reclaiming a position of global leadership
SIMON DALBY

I

n present circumstances it may be hard
to remember that Canada was one of the
first states to take the atmosphere seriously as a security matter.
Many of the themes that now shape the
current international discussion were initially sketched out in Toronto in the June 1988
international conference on “The Changing
Atmosphere: Implications for Global
Security.” Alas these themes are frequently
overlooked in Ottawa these days.
While the conference was concerned
about ozone depletion as well as acid rain
issues, the biggest concerns the conference
statement identified was “climate warming,
rising sea level, altered precipitation patterns and changed frequencies of climatic
extremes caused by the ‘heat trap’ effects
of greenhouse gases.” All this mattered, the
delegates thought, because the consequences of these changes would in the long run
be profoundly disruptive for all states.
Such major disruptions were understood
as a matter of global security because they
could lead to conflict in many ways. In the
words of the closing conference statement:
“The best predictions available indicate

potentially severe economic and social dislocation for present and future generations,
which will worsen international tensions
and increase the risk of conflict among and
within nations. It is imperative to act now.”
What was also clear was that international co-operation was going to be needed.
In the words of the Toronto conference statement: “No country can tackle this problem
in isolation. International co-operation in the
management and monitoring of, and research
on, this shared resource is essential.”
Tentative steps in this direction came
from the subsequent Earth Summit in Rio
de Janeiro in 1992 at which the Framework
Convention on Climate Change was agreed
to by many states. The overall purpose of
the convention clearly states that it is necessary to prevent humanity from causing
dangerous levels of climate change.
While there are arguments about how much
climate change is dangerous, by the mid-1990s
there was widespread agreement that the climate should not warm more that two degrees
Celsius. Two decades later, current projections
frequently suggest that we are headed well
past this mark unless things change and soon.
Major ecological changes will inevitably follow
if present atmospheric trends continue.
In Rio it was obvious that international
co-operation was key to solving this problem

and dealing with curbing greenhouse gas
emissions. But developing countries were also
very clear that those who were creating the
problem—the rich, developed states that used
huge amounts of carbon fuels—were going to
have be those who started to solve it. This lead
to the initial negotiations about what became
known as the Kyoto protocol, designed to start
the process of cutting emissions.
Tragically, the overarching need for cooperation has frequently gotten lost in the
international negotiation process, where
who wins and who loses in the short run
seems to matter much more than tackling
the practical tasks of building a post-carbon-fuelled global economy. At home in the
past decade, much of the Canadian climate
debate got caught up in similar discussions
of Kyoto and arguments about Canada’s failure to live up to its commitments.
Kyoto was never designed to solve
the whole problem. It was initially
understood as a first step to be taken
by the industrialized countries that had
caused climate change. The larger point
about building a whole series of subsequent measures under the Framework
Convention on Climate Change usually
got lost in the partisan arguments and a
narrow focus only on Kyoto.
Shifting the focus to the larger issue is

essential to get Canada’s policy on these
issues back on track.
Given how slow the world has been to
act on climate, some disruptions in the
Arctic and elsewhere are now inevitable.
Nonetheless, climate security is ultimately
about keeping the global atmosphere within
the range that has made civilization possible.
In the long run, security is about atmospheric stability and that can only be ensured by
economic means. Economic development in
coming generations simply has to be powered by new non-fossil fuel technologies.
Getting this clearly in focus has to be the
security priority in both domestic and international politics in coming years. Then the
implicit bargain in the initial climate negotiations, where developed states implied
they would help developing states get the
new technologies they needed for the new
energy systems, can be fulfilled.
If this happens, the most vulnerable peoples
on the planet, who are not those who have
caused climate change, may have some security.
If not, the dire warnings from Toronto 23 years
ago this month may come to tragic fruition.
Simon Dalby is professor of geography,
environmental studies and political economy at
Carleton University and author of Security and
Environmental Change (Cambridge, Polity 2009).
editor@embassymag.ca

ROBERT MCLEMAN

T

he scientific evidence of rising global
temperatures, shrinking icepacks
and rising sea levels is unequivocal.
There will be impacts on natural systems, some of which are already under way.
Late-summer sea ice in the Arctic is disappearing. Extreme heat and precipitation
events will increase. Tropical cyclones will
become more intense and their tracks will
shift poleward.
Many dryland regions will become
dryer, and precipitation in most subtropical
regions will decrease. Sea levels are rising at
the upper end of scientific forecasts, and at
present trends will be a metre higher by the
end of this century.
These changes will have significant
implications for international security in a
number of ways.
There will be growing disaster displacement and distress migration. In 2010, over
40 million people were displaced by natural
disasters, according to the International
Crisis Management Group. Some forecasts
suggest this number will grow to 200 million, perhaps even 1 billion, by mid-century.
Fifteen per cent of the world’s ever-growing
urban population lives within 10 metres of sea
level. Huge populations in the “mega-deltas”
in Africa and Asia are particularly exposed to
sea-level rises, cyclones, storm surges, erosion,
subsidence and soil salinization.
Droughts in dryland Africa and Asia that
already stimulate migration will continue to
do so, while in the Caribbean region, hurricanes reminiscent of Katrina and Mitch will
become more commonplace.
Where will these people go?
People affected by disasters tend not to
stray far from the affected region, putting
great pressure on local institutions. Where
these institutions are already weak or where
political tensions are high, the prospects for
instability and a decline in security multiply.
Some people will migrate farther afield,
but doing so requires resources so they will

go where others have gone before, following pre-established migrant networks. This
places pressure on the integration and settlement capacity of the destination countries,
some of which may be prepared, others not.
What will become of those who live on
small islands that cease to exist? There is no
precedent and no agreement on what should be
done. They will be at the mercy of the international community and its willingness to assist.
Its track record is spotty on such matters.
Food and water security concerns will
multiply. Global commodity markets have
become extremely volatile and prone to
speculation. They react strongly to weatherrelated effects on crop harvests in exporting
and importing countries.
Recent droughts have led China to
start importing grain and Russia to control
exports. The resulting food price shocks
and their contribution to events in the
Middle East and Maghreb is much discussed. Climate change increases the risk of
such dynamics recurring in the future.
One outcome of rising food prices has
been the entry of Asian and Middle Eastern
corporations into Africa, to convert extensive area to large-scale industrial agriculture. Local populations are not benefitting.
If continued, expect this to generate internal
tensions and instability in host states.
Fresh water resources will become
increasingly scarce in semi-arid and dryland
regions on most continents. The presence of
shared water resources increases the potential for conflict between groups or states.
Thankfully, large-scale violent conflicts
over water resources in recent decades
have been few. But this luck may not last.
Expect tensions to rise over shared watersheds in Asia and Africa, as those upstream
seek to store water behind new dams, while
those downstream get angry.
In already water-scarce and politicallystrained regions like Afghanistan, the Horn of
Africa, the Middle East and the Indus basin,
the future looks hot, dry and worrisome.
In the North, ice-free summer shipping
routes will be annual events before 2040.
Already, Arctic nations are scrambling to
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Diplomacy essential to head off ‘climate wars’

stake out territorial claims, competing to
exclude one another and the global community from newly accessible mineral and
fossil fuel resources. They do not intend the
Arctic Ocean to be a global commons.
To avoid a new “cold” war among Arctic
powers and the trashing of that great northern wilderness, the gold rush mentality
needs to end. Co-operation, science and
environmental stewardship must become the
rule in the Arctic, as it is in the Antarctic.
Will such changes lead to “climate wars,”
“global warring” and “a coming exodus,” as the
titles in bookstores suggest? That depends on

three things: the willingness of large emitters
like Canada and the US to curb GHG emissions;
the development and uptake of cheap, nonfossil fuel technologies in industry, transportation and by every household; and, active and
ongoing adaptation support for countries and
regions exposed to the worst risks.
Oh yes, and a fourth thing: diplomacy.
We will need a lot more of that. And you, the
Embassy reader, are the right person for the job.
Robert McLeman is associate professor in the Department of Geography at the
University of Ottawa.
editor@embassymag.ca
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ALEC CRAWFORD
Violent conflict is the primary barrier to
achieving sustainable development in the
world’s most desperately poor countries.
In the spring, the World Bank issued a
stark reminder that no conflict-affected country has yet to achieve a single Millennium
Development Goal. An estimated 1.5 billion
people live in these fragile states.
Despite great gains in the fight against poverty elsewhere, violence and its destructive
impacts in these countries mean that health,
education, gender equality and poverty eradication will continue to remain out of reach.
As British economist Paul Collier famously
stated, “war is development in reverse.”
At the same time, the world’s changing climate is rapidly re-drawing the maps of where
we can find water, where we can grow food and
where we can live. Fragile and failed states are
among the least responsible for global climate
change, but it is in these countries that the
impacts will hit hardest, and where climate
change could increase the risk of violent conflict.
The trends are already grim. Rising temperatures and changes in the timing, distribution and amount of rainfall are having a
significant impact on water supplies and on
harvests; shortfalls have contributed to food
deficits and crippling increases in the global
price of a number of staple crops.
Recent droughts—in Syria, Australia and
China, to name a few—are already having an
impact on local and global food and commodity supplies, and these droughts are predicted
to increase in both length and frequency.
We can expect more severe flooding and fiercer storms; last year’s massive floods in Pakistan
and Australia are just a preview. Rising sea levels
are already threatening communities, from small
fishing villages to major coastal cities.

It is a cruel joke of geography that most
fragile states are found in parts of the world
where the worst impacts of climate change
are expected—the Horn of Africa, the Middle
East, South Asia and the Sahel.
Canada channels a significant amount of
its international assistance into fragile states
that will be adversely affected by climate
change—Bangladesh, Haiti and Sudan are
among the focus countries of the Canadian
International Development Agency.
Fragile countries like these are characterized by rapidly growing populations, high levels of poverty, environmental degradation and
recent, and often long histories of conflict. Their
economies and citizens are often heavily reliant
on climate-dependent sectors like agriculture.
Few public services exist. Governments are
weak and corruption is usually endemic.
The weak capacity of these governments to
adapt to climate change—or to peacefully mediate conflicts over land, water and resources as
they arise—means that in fragile states climate
change is likely to act as a so-called “threat
multiplier,” exacerbating existing threats and
increasing the risk of violent conflict.
Programming in fragile states is complicated, but Canada’s investments in development and peace can be made more effective
and sustainable through serious engagement on climate change.
The government should invest in building
up the strength and capacities of governments
in fragile states so that they have the tools to
address climate change and are accountable to
their citizens. It should increase investments in
climate change adaptation tools that can assist
in peacebuilding and conflict prevention.
The government should also take reasoned
action on mitigating greenhouse gas emissions
to lessen the impacts of future climate change
and reduce the risk of climate-related conflict.
Of course, it shouldn’t be assumed that
a rise in global temperatures will automati-
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Mitigation, adaptation as conflict prevention

cally lead to anarchic violence. Much space
in the Canadian media has been devoted to
the potential for resource conflicts in the
Arctic, as receding ice sheets reveal previously undreamed of oil and gas riches.
In reality, strong governance and mechanisms like the UN Convention on the Law of
the Sea and the Arctic Council have meant
that co-operation, not conflict, has thus far
defined climate change in the north. Climate
change impacts may increase the likelihood
of conflict—particularly in fragile states—

but whether violence emerges depends on
the people involved.
Action on climate change as a means of
conflict prevention complements our proud
national tradition for peacekeeping and multilateralism. For 1.5 billion people, it could be
a matter of life or death.
Alec Crawford is a project manager with the
International Institute for Sustainable Development’s
environment, conflict and peacebuilding program:
http://www.iisd.org/ecp/es/climate/.
editor@embassymag.ca

Working together to tackle a global crisis
NASER FARUQUI AND
JEAN LEBEL

T

he impacts of climate change are
evident worldwide.
In Africa, droughts affect crop
yields and food security. In the
Caribbean and Southeast Asia, storms aggravate flooding and reduce the clean water supply. In South America and South Asia, glacial
melt worsens tensions over water allocation.
Unsurprisingly, the people usually
affected first by any natural disaster are the
poor. The least powerful and least resilient
communities are typically consigned to the
vulnerable margins—to barren grasslands,
low-lying waterways and exposed coastal
areas—so these are frequently the earliest
communities to experience the grim realities of drought, flood, storms and erosion.
Climate change affects everyone, but it
affects marginalized people in low-income
countries disproportionately. By compounding the challenges they face, climate change
threatens to hinder or derail efforts toward
human development.
Therefore, research has focused not just
on changes in the physical environment, but
increasingly on finding better ways for people
to adapt to our warming climate.
And what is adaptation? It is the capacity
of communities to respond to changing circumstances, to cope with unpredictability.
Researchers have a key role to play by

supporting communities in their long-term
efforts to develop this enduring capability.
Canada’s International Development
Research Centre (IDRC) is one among a growing
number of research-funding organizations turning attention toward climate change adaptation.
In 2006, IDRC partnered with the UK’s
Department for International Development
to support a six-year study of adaptation in
Africa. African scholars led the program, identified the problem, and set the research agenda.
As of 2011, this initiative had funded 46
research projects in 33 countries. The program
has concentrated on fostering a broad base of
local research expertise on adaptation.
By involving communities directly in the
research process, these studies have demonstrated that better adaptation can lead to
better development.
One outcome is that Africa now brings
a stronger voice to international discussions on these issues. African scholars,
for instance, are among the lead authors
of the adaptation sections of the forthcoming Fifth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
which shared the Nobel Peace Prize in 2007.
Among the program’s many documented
results: in Kenya, traditional weather forecasters, or “rainmakers,” work alongside
modern meteorologists to produce “consensus forecasts.”
The hope is that traditional knowledge
will be better understood and valued, scientific knowledge will be increased, and
communities at risk from climate change
will have more reliable information in local

languages to help them protect their health
and livelihoods.
Just as climate change affects all countries, within Canada it affects every region.
Glaciers in the Rocky Mountains are
receding and thinning, and, if nothing
changes, glacier-fed streams such as the
Bow and the South Saskatchewan rivers
may largely disappear in summertime. Just
last month, a report in the journal Nature
Climate Change warned of declining inland
accessibility in Arctic Canada due to the
deterioration of winter ice-roads.
Given that climate change is a new reality faced by all of us, we need the best
researchers—from Canada and from the
developing world—to join forces, learn from
one another, and discover what solutions
work best in varying situations.
To this end, IDRC has recently embarked
on a new partnership that builds on the knowledge base already enriched by the work in
Africa. The International Research Initiative
on Adaptation to Climate Change (IRIACC) is
managed by IDRC and funded jointly by IDRC
and the Canadian Institutes of Health Research,
the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council, and the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council. This is the first time all four
agencies have collaborated on a single program.
IRIACC connects Canadian researchers
with counterparts in developing regions.
The goal: to help vulnerable communities,
and the economic sectors on which they
depend, adapt to climate change.
Here are some of their shared concerns:
■ How is climate change affecting the

relationship between water resources and
health risks—such as vector-borne disease—in Africa and in Canada?
■ How can coastal river-delta megacities
like Bangkok, Lagos, Manila and Vancouver
deal with rising sea levels?
■ How vulnerable to extreme climate
events are agricultural and indigenous communities in Latin America and in Canada?
■ Among indigenous peoples such as
Uganda’s Pygmy, Peru’s Shipibo and Shawi populations, and Canada’s Inuit, can both scientific
and indigenous knowledge help cope with the
health-related effects of climate change?
■ What will be the impact of sea-level
rise, coastal erosion and storms in smallisland states in the Caribbean and in
Atlantic Canada?
In many other areas still, joint research
could tackle common problems.
In both Bolivia and Alberta, for example,
glaciers have shrunk, meaning that water
supplies will likely become more contested.
But how will we decide who gets the water
and who does not?
Community-based research already completed in Bolivia offers at least one clue:
people prefer solutions that balance efficiency and fairness. Such solutions hinge on
negotiation, co-operation, and collaboration
among the affected parties—in other words,
on a process of adaptation, one that could
be applied as usefully in Alberta as in Bolivia.
Naser Faruqui and Jean Lebel are program
directors at the International Development
Research Centre in Ottawa.
editor@embassymag.ca
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DEBORAH HARFORD

W

hen we talk about security we
mean a number of things, key
among these being physical
safety and economic stability.
Both forms of security depend on systems
that protect and support us, including human
mechanisms such as laws, policies and civic
amenities, and natural ones such as ecosystems that provide clean air, food and water.
Canadians are most fortunate in terms of
these systems, enjoying access to resources,
social programs, jobs, healthcare and extraordinary natural beauty. But threats from
climate impacts are already being realized
across the country, and throughout the globe.
The Adaptation to Climate Change Team
(ACT) at Simon Fraser University focuses on
impacts and security in eight key areas: biodiversity, fresh water supply, crops and food
supply, sea level rise, health, energy, extreme
weather, and population displacement.
No matter where we stand on the climate
change question, it would be unwise to
ignore current research and evidence showing serious climate-related threats to physical and economic safety.
Dust bowls are appearing in Australia,
the US, France and China, which along with
flooding in Manitoba, raise concern about
the world’s supplies of grain, as well as
water for drinking, irrigation and hydroelectricity production.
Ice melt at both poles is more advanced
than expected, elevating worst-case projections of sea-level rise. (One metre will devastate coastal areas with infrastructure at shore
level, such as Vancouver, BC, and its suburbs
Delta, Richmond and Langley.)
Rising health concerns include increasingly frequent extreme heat events and the
spread of diseases borne by vectors that
thrive in the warmer, wetter weather.

Rising temperatures and wetter weather are
changing the distribution of pathogens such as
avian flu, cholera, lyme disease and tuberculosis. Denmark issued a travel warning against
Vancouver Island because a tourist contracted
a lung disease from a tropical fungus called
Cryptococcus gattii that migrated to the coastal
forest due to warmer, wetter weather, and the
BC Centre for Disease Control reported over 100
cases, including at least six fatalities.
Extreme weather has killed alarming
numbers of Americans this year, with the
tornado death toll sitting at 500, the highest since the all-time record of 513 in 1933.
The world’s deadliest tornado hit Joplin,
Missouri, killing over 100 people.
Further north, Alberta’s Slave Lake experienced an extraordinary wildfire. No one
was killed, but fire destroyed 40 per cent of
the town in hours.
All this is affecting our industries. A few
examples:
■ Sewer backup into basements due to
flooding is the biggest insurance claim in
Canada.
■ Northern miners will have to plan
around ice roads melting earlier, reducing
winter access.
■ Fresh water is a major concern, as
snow, ice and glaciers disappear, rivers dry
up after hot summers, and contaminating
bacteria proliferate in warmer water. Utilities
are researching changing water availability
for drinking and electricity production.
■ The 2005 prairies drought cost the
Canadian economy close to $5 billion.
Agricultural producers are studying ways to
offset more severe drought, flood and pest
challenges.
■ The Mountain Pine Beetle has devastated forests as warmer temperatures fail to
contain its spread, and species overall are
shifting northwards and upwards.
It’s clear that climate change threatens our
security, both physical and economic, and
that the problem is already here. If the climate
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The steadily increasing cost of doing nothing

models are right, the problem will get worse
before it gets better. So what can we do?
At ACT, we have a saying: no to doom
and gloom; yes to cheer and steer. We think
policy makes a huge difference, as it is the
locus of guidance for everything from industry standards to legislation to regulations
governing civic behaviour, and funding and
program development.
Many people are working on answers,
from science to planning to solutions.
Despite this, the issues often appear overwhelming. ACT’s answer is to break them
down into topics, work with policy makers
who understand government leadership,
and develop recommendations that outline
short-, medium- and long-term actions.
As Canada confronts these issues, it is
essential for us to share information and
expertise with other countries, those who
are struggling with the problems, and those
who are planning their responses.
ACT participated in a recent conference

in Taipei that featured representatives from
Australia, Indonesia, China, the Philippines,
Singapore, Bangladesh, Thailand, India and
Taiwan. These countries are working on
climate challenges with great urgency, as
many are particularly vulnerable due to limited resources.
As one of the most advanced, wellresourced countries in the world, Canada is
in a strong position to protect the physical
and economic security of its people under
the threat and actuality of climate change.
And we can live up to our reputation as
a compassionate nation by sharing the benefits, in the form of collaborative solutions,
with those less fortunate, both within our
borders and in the international community.
Deborah Harford is the executive director
of the Adaptation to Climate Change Team,
a research project based within the Public
Policy Program at Simon Fraser University in
Vancouver, BC.
editor@embassymag.ca

The state of our relationships with climate
JASON SAMSON

O

ne of the greatest paradoxes in
current climate change policies is
how we perceive the influence of
climate on human well-being.
We blame climate change for the demise
of many pre-historical civilizations and
stress its expected dire impacts on future
generations. At the same time, the vast
majority of us believe that human progress—however defined—is sheltering our
societies from the vagaries of nature.
One might see the broad distribution of
human populations across the globe as evidence of our increasing disconnection with
climate. But the geographical pattern of population density tells a very different story.
People are more abundant in warm and
wet areas than in cold and dry areas. Zooming
in to a regional scale, people in cold climate
places like Canada tend to aggregate in warmer areas while people in dry climate places
like Australia tend to aggregate in wet areas.
Though far from surprising, these realities make it essential that global assessments of climate-change impacts derive
from, rather than obscure, regional differences in human-climate relationships.
The difficulty in understanding the regional impacts of climate change has its roots in
the metaphor of “global warming” being used
to describe ongoing climate change.

While the temperature is clearly rising across the globe, the magnitude of the
warming is very different depending on
where you live.
Similarly, the social impacts of a two
degree Celsius increase will not be the same
for someone living in Jakarta or in Montreal.
Based on my research on global humanclimate relationships recently published in
the journal Global Ecology and Biogeography,
there is no doubt that societies are strongly
influenced by climate. In fact, more than
half of the variation in regional population
densities across the globe can be explained
by a few climate variables, despite the broad
heterogeneity in socio-economical realities
across the globe.
We evaluated whether the climate is
changing to conditions currently associated
with lower or higher population density,
and consider populations to be most vulnerable in circumstances where the climate is
changing towards low-density conditions.
While some regions—mainly in the
northern part of the Northern hemisphere—
have low vulnerabilities, both the geographical extent and the number of people with
high vulnerabilities are far greater.
Although regions with high vulnerabilities may be able to develop sound climatechange adaptation policies, the demographic growth predicted in developing nations is
far more certain and unavoidable.
Yet future population trends from the
United Nations Population Division strength-

en the vulnerability patterns obtained from
the human-climate model.
In other words, regions where less people should be living according to future climate conditions are often the regions where
populations are increasing most rapidly.
What is perhaps most shocking is that
even though our analyses include no socioeconomical factors (other than population
growth), they still show that the most negative impacts of climate change should occur
in developing countries, which are the ones
that have least contributed to the crisis and
probably have the least capacity to respond
to the crisis.
These results ought to be interpreted
with caution, as most climate change predictions should. But one thing is clear:
detrimental impacts of climate change will
not be evenly distributed around the globe,
and some of the most severe impacts will
be far away from the poles, in developing
countries, where the magnitude of climate
change is predicted to be quite small.
A major challenge in modeling the
impacts of climate change on biodiversity
is the limited and uncertain capacity for
animals and plants to disperse away from
areas of reducing climate suitability and
successfully establish in new areas.
For human populations, where dispersal potential is limitless but politically,
economically and culturally constrained,
climate migrations are likely to be one of
the most serious and, in the absence of

focused attention, unexpected consequences of climate change.
The repercussion of climate migrations
for Canada is especially difficult to assess.
As one of the coldest and least densely
populated countries of the world, we are an
ideal recipient of displaced populations. But
effective policy related to this possibility
will require a more pro-active approach to
climate change impacts and adaptation than
the wait-and-see approach.
Leaving the debate about migration
policies and international co-operation
aside, Canadian leaders need to be wellinformed about the possible consequences
of climate change in order to get ahead of
this most complex and multi-faceted environmental issue.
The scientific consensus on the impacts
of climate change on our societies cannot
be contested, but it can be watered-down
with progressive discourse about impending
technological innovations that will finally
bring our societies above nature.
While we wait for such technological fixes, it
would be wise to acknowledge the importance
of climate change mitigation and adaptation policies based on the assumption that our well-being
is dependent on the climate conditions that we
live in, just in case technology fails to deliver.
Jason Samson is a PhD student at McGill
University and currently works at the Ouranos
consortium on regional climatology and adaptation to climate change.
editor@embassymag.ca
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EMBASSY Classifieds

INFORMATION AND ADVERTISEMENT PLACEMENT: TEL. 613-232-2922, FAX 613-232-9055
0010 RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE

0010 RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE

0021 TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE

0030 CONDOS FOR RENT

0030 CONDOS FOR RENT

0030 CONDOS FOR RENT

0032 TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT

0032 TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT

A GEM IN THE
FOOTHILLS OF
THE GATINEAU
$565,000

MULTI-LEVEL ESTATE HOME ON 41
ACRES! RIVER VIEWS!
West-Carleton – 20 min to City, 40
min downtown. 3 bdrm/2 bath, deck,
pool, gardens, O/S garage, greenhouse,
kennel and more! $795,000. MLS
791803. Call Dianne 613-721-7512.

25 MINUTE WALK TO THE HILL/ 20
TO DFAIT
Modern, 3 Bed + Den Townhouse.
Intimate neighbourhood in downtown
setting. 2 balconies, gas fireplace,
A/C, attached garage and backyard.
$469,000. Charles Sezlik, Sales Rep
Prudential Town Centre Realty Inc. 613744-6697 Sezlik.com
EXECUTIVE 3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
FOR SALE
Near Byward Market and Rideau River.
This beautiful townhouse features
hardwood floors, a wood-burning fireplace, private patio, family room with
skylight, two full washrooms, garage
and all appliances. Walk to DFAIT (5
min) and downtown (20 min). Near a
park, tennis courts and bicycle paths.
$437,000 gilbert.legras@gmail.com
(613) 302-2428

LEBRETON FLATS
-Executive- 2 br- large 7th flr walkout penthouse/ bbq/terrace- walk to
Parliament- 2 pkg/ 6 apps- view museum/river/gatineau hills/Parliament- 30
July- $2500- John. (613)841-4355. E:
johndube@magma.ca

ONE OF A KIND LUXURY MARKET CONDO
WITH HOT TUB ON 900 SQ.FT. TERRACE

SUSSEX SQUARE
Walk to Parliament, DFAIT, Market. Luxury
condo. 2 bedroom with parking. $1900.
Available immediately. 613-277-1207
URBAN LIVING AT ITS BEST

BRITANNIA- JULY 2011
Executive townhouse, spectacular river
sunsets, steps away from the bicycle
paths. SS appliances, gas stove, 3 bedroom, 4 baths, 2 fireplaces, decks, rock
garden, perfect for entertaining. Smoke
and pet free please. $2,200 excluding
utilities. Call (613)421-7785
CENTRETOWN
Excellent location. Beautiful completely renovated executive townhouse with two bedrooms, two bathrooms plus loft. Gas heat &
fireplace. Available immediately $1800.00.
WWW.homes-for-rent.com. 613-288-1500
CHAPEL HILL, EXCELLENT ORLEANS
LOCATION
Lovely three bedroom, 2.5 bathrooms,
appliances, gas heat, garage. Available
immediately. $1295.00. www.homesfor-rent.com. 613-288-1500.
LARGE TOWNHOUSE CENTRETOWN

OUTSTANDING EXECUTIVE
3 Bedroom, 4 bathrooms across from
GG’s. Approximately 2,000 square feet.
Hardwood. Fireplace. Bright. New baths,
kitchen. (819)771-0723.
WESTBORO
3 bedroom, 2.5 baths, two car garage.
September 1. $2900 plus utilities/
month. taprte@gmail.com
WESTBORO EXECUTIVE TOWNHOMEAVAILABLE JULY 1ST
Maintenance free. Walk to Starbucks,
Westboro beach, bike path and transit. 8
minutes to Parliament. Bright, spacious, open
concept. 1850 sq.ft. 2 master bedrooms, each
with own ensuite and walk-in closet. 6 stainless
steel appliances. 2 car garage with inside entry.
No pets or smoking. $2795/month. 100tay.
com for pictures (613)727-5343

0040 HOUSES FOR RENT

2+1 Bedroom , 2.5 bath. Freshly painted. A/C. Garage. Hardwood. Carpet.
Two balconies and a garden patio. One
block to grocery store. Three floors of
spacious living. Walk to everything!
$1950, 613-233-3338
MANOR PARK EAST
Beautifully appointed and immaculate
two bedroom, 2.5 bathrooms, family room, garage. Available April 1.
$1900.00. www:homes-for-rent.com.
613-288-1500.
MARKET LOFT
Beautiful, bright,1500sq/ft townhouse loft,
quiet area. 1 bedroom, 1.5 bathrooms,
patio, laundry, parking. $1950/mo. Katie_
burge@hotmail.com, 613-322-5625.

82 BRITANNIA- NEAR BEACH, RIVER
BIKE PATH, LINCOLN FIELDS
Large 3+ bedroom, reno’d in 07. Chefs
kitchen, 6 appliances, open concept. Master
ensuite. Finished basements, large lot, 2 car
garage. $2,300. (613)262-2140
BEAUTIFUL FAMILY HOME FOR RENT
4-bedroom house in quiet cul-de-sac, 10 min.
to downtown, 2 blocks to Gatineau Park.
Hardwood and ceramic floors, bright, 3.5
baths, fireplace, finished basement, garage,
large fenced backyard, available Aug. 1st,
$1800+utils., View at www.familyhomeforrent.blogspot.com or call (819)503-7961
CENTERTOWN MUST SEE!
Beautifully renovated, semi-detached, new
furnace, windows & stainless steel appliances, granite counters, 3 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, parking, available immediately, 727-1400, www.house-rent.com
CHARMING TRADITIONAL GLEBE HOME
Central to all amenities, three bedrooms,
two bathrooms, gas heat. Available
immediately. $1800. www.homes-forrent.com. 613-288-1500.

0015 OUT OF TOWN
PROPERTIES

SECLUDED LIVING
IN THE GATINEAU

Custom built, all wood beam construction. Luxury finishes such as granite
counter tops, Shaker style cabinets, old
fashioned forged metal hinged windows,
all stainless appliances. Two separate
wings for total privacy, ideal for B.B. or
exclusive nature Spa. Insulated 2 car
garage. Roof re-shingled, 50 year warranty ! Visit www.enfincheznous.com
-Michel Schreiner, Broker, Re/Max Direct
Inc. mschreiner@videotron.ca or call
(819)772-0203

10 acre wooded hillside: mature maple
and hemlock. Overlooking Gatineau River
in the village of Wakefield, Québec. 30
mins to Ottawa. Private sale--no developers. $398,000. ngeggie@sympatico.ca.
HOME FOR SALE- HUBBARD’S, NOVA
SCOTIA. $362,500

SINGLE FAMILY
HOME FOR RENT

BRAND NEW
CONDOS! $97K TO
$240K

LESLEY PARK
38 Barnes Crescent
Immaculate, extensively renovated large 4
bedroom, 2 bathrooms,
family room, garage. Gas,
Central Air. No smoking/
pets. July 1st-$2200 &
utilities.

Near schools, hospital. Country living
minutes from Ottawa in Kemptville!
www.stanleyfieldvillage.ca (613) 3698342. Sales centre 2961 Highway 43.”

BUNGALOW FOR
SALE IN HULL
(GATINEAUPLATEAU DE
LA CAPITALE)
$499,000

Beautiful custom built, high quality, high
efficiency, all brick bungalow. Kitchen
refurbished in 2007 with granite counter
tops and large island. Double plus garage
with mezzanine, access to basement.
Interlock drive for 5 cars+Winebago or
5th wheel. Economical energy costs
($2168). Owners retiring elsewhere.
Visit www.enfincheznous.com -Michel
Schreiner, Broker, Re/Max Direct Inc.
mschreiner@videotron.ca or call
(819)772-0203

MAGNIFICENT
CUSTOM BUILT
DREAM HOME
$699,000

Min. to Champlain Bridge & Ottawa.
Diplomats home on huge 10,000 Sq/
Ft lot. Romeo-Juliette staircase off foyer,
7 bedrooms/ 4 baths, independent
laundry/mud room on main. Finished
basement: large family room, play
room, bedroom and Sauna. Beautifully
landscaped, with inground pool, 2 terraces, triple garage, Interlock driveway.
Visit www.enfincheznous.com -Michel
Schreiner, Broker, Re/Max Direct Inc.
mschreiner@videotron.ca or call
(819)772-0203

160 Diana Lane is located on Fox Point
Lake (Simms Settlement off of Highway
3), Hubbards NS. It is 10 minutes from
3 of Nova Scotia’s best salt water beaches and 30 minutes from Halifax. Skate
in the winter, swim, fish, kayak and boat
in the summer. Listen to the loons and
the peepers. This property has more than
200 ft of waterfront as well as a private beach. Beautifully landscaped it is
a perfect mix of solitude and recreation
with 2 large bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,
family rooms, large living room, cozy
propane fireplace and dining room all
with plenty of natural lighting. Ceramic,
high end laminate and carpeted floors.
The basement is fully insulated with an
insulated subfloor. A wired in generator
ensures the house is always comfortable.
Move in condition. A 12’ x 45’ deck
overlooking the lake and a 10’ x 32’
screened porch are great for entertaining
no matter what the weather. It is also
located within the University Educational
Trust Fund (Shatford Trust) boundaries.
Please email bj.coleman@ns.sympatico.
ca for details. Barry and Jean Coleman.

0020 CONDOS FOR SALE
$320,000- 556 LAURIER AVE WEST- 2
BED/2 BATH CONDO
Great location in professionally managed building with rooftop pool, sauna
and exercise room. Parking and storage
locker included. Condo fees are $479/
month. 613-864-8425
234 Rideau
Upgraded 1 Bed. + den. Parking. SS
Appliances. Granite. $349.000. Call
(613) 314-5893
QUEEN ELIZABETH TOWERS AT 530
LAURIER AVE.
Beautifully Renovated 2 bedroom apartment for sale. 24 hours security. Indoor
pool. Walk to Parliament. Rony Rizk,
Sales Representative, Keller William’s
VIP Realty. (613)513-7495. www.
RonyRizk.com or email: rrizk@kwvip.ca
SPACIOUS DOWNTOWN APARTMENT
2 bedroom, 2 bath plus den, walking
distance from Parliament Hill. $339,000
http://www.grapevine.ca/listing.
cgi?id=30268 613-324-8854
WALK TO THE HILL!

WALK TO
PARLIAMENT HILL

Eclectic single, 3 bedroom + den or
family room. Large perennial gardens
with huge deck, f/p. $589,000.
View pics at MLS #786175. Jackie
Laurin @ (613)831-4455. Coldwell
Banker Sarazin
GOLDEN TRIANGLE- WALK TO
PARLIAMENT HILL
Elegant, updated 3 bed brick semi
w/ spectacular fenced yard, & great
layout for entertaining. Must be seen!
www.65Park.com Karen Gibson, Royal
LePage 613-733-9100.

0029 PROPERTY RENTALS

BRITANNIA VILLAGE
221 Bradford St.
Overlooking Beach &
Parkland. Approx 2,800
sq.ft. Custom 5 bedroom,
2.5 baths, open concept.
Solarium, Family Room, SS
appliances, 2 garages, terrace, fenced garden. Gas,
C/A. $2900 & utilities. No
smoking. July 1st

TOWNHOUSE
FOR RENT
RIVERSIDE SOUTH
Gloucester Glen
4322 Owl Valley Drive
Immaculate 3 bedroom,
2-1/2 bathrooms, Family
Room, Finished Basement,
fireplace, 5 appliances,
deck, garage. Gas, C/A.
August 1st- $1525 &
utilities.
HEMLOCK/
ST. LAURENT BLVD.
1103 Georgeton Private
New open concept, 2
bedrooms, 1-1/2 bath, 5
appliances, Furnished, gas,
C/A. July/Aug 1st- April
30-12. $1350 & utilities.

SDJ Property
Management Inc
613-236-3407
0030 CONDOS FOR RENT

2 BEDROOM
EXECUTIVE WITH
DEN $1650

Near Carlingwood, totally upgraded, 14th
floor, sunken livingroom, 2 balconies, river
view! Includes parking, pool, exercise
room, many extras. Well maintained &
quiet building. Call (613)240-6776

BYWARD MARKET.
CLARIDGE PLAZA II

850 sq. ft. of modern, open-concept
space. Private entertainment-size patio.
Two bedrooms and bathrooms, perfect for
sharing. Plenty of in-unit storage plus TWO
locker rooms. Underground parking space.
Gas fireplace, barbeque and A/C outlet on
patio, breakfast counter, wood floors. Low
condo fees. See Grapevine, 457 McLeod,
or marie-eve.racette@sympatico.ca

Luxurious and upgraded unit with two bedrooms, two bathrooms in fabulous building
with exceptional amenities. Available immediately. $1795.00 includes appliances,
heat and water,parking, storage locker.
www.homes-for-rent.com. 613-288-1500.
MONDRIAN
1 bedroom, den, ensuite laundry, 6 appliances, central air, indoor parking, storage.
Upgraded to the hilt! $1,900 + hydro.
Avail. immediately. (613)830-3416.

WALK TO
PARLIAMENT HILL!

Spacious, beautiful 2 bedroom downtown condo with city view! 2.5 bathrooms, 2 balconies, gym, pool, sauna,
hot-tub. Furnished or unfurnished.
Available Sept 1st. Must see! Grant 416.910.3401

WELCOME TO ALL
OF OUR NEW MP’S

Luxurious condo- Hull. 8 minute walk to
Portage, 2 bedroom, 5 appliances, cv/
ac. Interior parking available. Starting
from $1200/month. Available various
times a year. 819-669-3366
$1,950, SPACIOUS UNIT IN OTTAWA,
11TH FLOOR OVERLOOKING
GATINEAU HILLS
2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms - Proximity to
downtown Le Parc offers several building
amenities. Approx. 1,200 sq.ft, central
A/C, floor to ceiling windows, recent
hardwood, updated ceramic, in-suite
laundry, balcony, 6 appliances, underground parking, storage, utilities included
- enquire about furnished option. 613834-6862 Grapevine listing #31431
1200 SQ. FT. LUXURY CONDO, 156
BOUL. DE LUCERNE
2 bedroom, gas fireplace - wood and
ceramic floors throughout – separate
bath and shower, washer dryer, appliances, heated indoor parking unobstructed views of river and Ottawa,
large balcony facing south east– Off
Champlain bridge, 8-10 minutes to
Parliament Hill, 4- 5 minutes to, Tunnys
Pasture, du Portage and Westboro,
direct access to buses, bicycle path,
golf courses and Gatineau Park. $1
475 unfurnished negotiable furnished.
613-860-0043
500 Laurier Ave--$1800.
1 bdrm+den, full bath & ensuite, renovated, furnished, equipped, ac, d/w,
w/d, access pool, sauna, exercise rm.
Secure building. Walk to parliament.
Parking & hydro. Avail. June 15. 613324-8632.
ACTIVE LIFESTYLE URBAN CONDO
Brand new luxury 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom at Lebreton Flats on transitway.
Walk/cycle to Parliament Hill. In-unit
laundry. $1350/mo + hydro. Secure
underground parking $140/mo.
Mark Duncan & Sue Alexander. Sales
Representatives. Royal LePage Team
Realty, Brokerage (613) 725-1171
BAY & LAURIER
Stunning view from Penthouse unit.
Excellent central location. Two bedroom.
1.5 baths. Five appliances. Parking.
August 1. $1800.00. www.homes-forrent.com. 613-288-1500.
CANAL CONDO - 1100 sqft.
Recently renovated 2 bedroom /
2 bathroom. Near UofO and DND. 6
appliances, 1 parking. $1725 month +
hydro. 613-421-3602.
FOR RENT IN THE GLEBE!
Executive Condo apartment in prestigious
Glebe location. Bright, 1800 sq ft, 3
bed, 2 bath. Lg Master w ensuite and
walk-in. Spacious LR/DR ideal for entertaining. Big Kitchen. Beautiful Terrace.
Parking space incl. Available Late June.
$3000 + Utilities. Call Andrew Morrisey,
Remax at 613 563 1155. andrew@
andrewmorrisey.com
LUXURY 1 BEDROOM CONDO
Walking distance to Parliament Hill!
Many amenities. Corner unit / 6
appliances. Indoor parking available.
$1700/month. 613-884-1716
MONDRIAN PENTHOUSE- 2 STOREY 1
BEDROOM + DEN
Luxurious condo with huge terrace.
Walk to Parliament, Byward Market,
restaurants, shops and more! $2150 +
utilities (heat included). Rebecca Lewis
Sales Representative 613-867-6913
www.rebeccalewis.ca
NEW EDINBURGH
Terrific location- elegant 3 bedroom, 2
full baths. Beautifully renovated ensuite.
2 parking spaces, 2 patios, new windows. Walkout basement. Lots of storage space. Available July 1st. $2,500 +
utilities. (613)868-1480
NEW LUXURY CONDO ORLEANS
2 bed, 5 appl, lg patio, parking $1500
July 1st, 2011. To view call 613-8526945. www.lockerentals.com

1,379 sq. ft. Claridge Plaza phase 2
234 Rideau St. 2 bedroom, 2 bath
with den. 1 underground heated parking, 1 large locker, totally upgraded,
hardwood floors, 4 stainless steel appliances, washer/dryer, granite counters
throughout. heated bathroom floors,
custom tiling. Building has pool, gym,
bbq area. 21st floor. $4,200/month +
hydro. (613)794-5088
PENTHOUSE 2 BED 2 BATH - $2,100
Luxurious Tunney’s Pasture Penthouse.
1400sq ft, 5 new appliances, HW Floors,
parking, large balcony, pool, sauna .
Available July 1st . (613)791-1404.
STEPS FROM PARLIAMENT HILL
Luxury two bedroom condo. Prestigious
building. Corner unit with spectacular
views. See MLS#791180 or email
flw125@hotmail.com. $2,900/mo
includes heat/air/hot water.
STEPS FROM VANIER PARKWAY
Excellent location close to shops, transportation. Lovely immaculate, two bedroom,
includes parking and three appliances.
Available May 1. $1100.00. WWW.
homes-for-rent.com 613-288-1500
SUNNY LUXURY CONDO,
EXCEPTIONAL VIEW
Condo: 16th floor, 1500sqf, 2 bedroom,
2 bathroom, jacuzzi, walk-in closets, 7
appliances, interior parking. Available
July. Building: Gym, sauna, security.
Close to parliament, embassies. Bicycle/
pedestrian path in front. 1775$, 819246-7435.

Newly fully furnished bright condo, walking
distance to all amenities. For rent September
1 or negotiable. No condo fees. 2nd floor
patio. 5 appliances. 2 bdrms. Virtual tour
available at www.tinyurl.com/44qkxpv.
Contact mmault@rogers.com.
WHAT A VIEW!

New LeBreton 2 top floor executive penthouse overlooking river and parliament:
2Bed+den, 2Baths, stainless steel appliances, granite, in-unit W/D, storage, exercise
room, heated pool, indoor parking. Walk to
Downtown, Place du Portage or Little Italy.
$2800 negotiable, available now: BK 613290-1731, bklam1@yahoo.com

0032 TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
BRAND NEW EXCELLENT ORLEANS LOCATION
3 bedroom, 2.5 bathrooms, new appliances, gas fireplace, hardwood, garage,
walking distance to transit. Available July
1st. $1350+ utilities. (613)875-5876
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0040 HOUSES FOR RENT
EXECUTIVE 4 BEDROOM ORLEANS
HOME FOR RENT
Newly renovated kitchen, granite countertops, fenced backyard with deck,
hardwood throughout, $1800+ utilities,
613-837-8995
EXECUTIVE FULLY FURNISHED 4
BEDROOM HOME
In the west end of Ottawa across from
Andrew Haydon Park, with easy access
to biking and hiking trails and 2 sailing
clubs, available for 8 - 10 months from
August or September 1st, 2011 to the
end of April or May 2012. Renovated
kitchen perfect for entertaining, attractive garden, quiet neighbourhood, many
features. For photos see Sabbaticalhomes.
com # 59444. Asking $2500 per month
with utilities included. Contact Campbell or
Jane Miller 613 829-9441 or campbell.
miller@rogers.com”
FOR RENT

0040 HOUSES FOR RENT
SANDY HILL – CHARMING
3-BEDROOM VICTORIAN, JULY 1ST
Walk to Parliament, DFAIT, Market! Spacious
bedrooms include third floor loft with large
terrace, hardwood, fireplace, A/C, parking,
6 appliances. Rent: 2650$/month plus utilities. anoukst@hotmail.com 819-205-3155
www.614Hochelaga.com
Luxurious East-end newer 4 bedroom semidetached. Hardwood,5 appliances, $2100
/ month. Paul Major Sales Representative
Royal LePage Performance Realty 613
830-3350 direct 613 294-5757

0041 APARTMENTS FOR RENT

~
~

(613).238.1835

COACH-HOUSE IN
CENTRETOWN

Great pied-à-terre. Furnished. Suits professional bachelor or bachelorette. Private courtyard. $835 + heat +hydro. Photos on Kijiji.ca
#277977742. Jackie Laurin @ (613)8314455. Coldwell Banker Sarazen.
A-1 LOCATION, SUSSEX/MURRAY
Minutes from Parliament Hill. 1 & 2
bedroom apartments. Furnished and
unfurnished from $2,000. Your home
away from home. (613)261-4504
LEBRETON FLATS
Beautiful new two bedroom, two bathroom, five
appliances, parking. Immediate. $1850.00.
www.homes-for-rent.com. 613-288-1500.
ROCKCLIFFE ARMS-124 SPRINGFIELD
RD, OTTAWA
Spacious studio, 1 & 2 bedroom suites
located near desirable Rockcliffe Park, from
$795- $1350. Large and bright with hardwood flooring. Well-maintained building, with
utilities included. Call for viewing (613) 6882222 or www.osgoodeproperties.com.
THE BONA VISTA APARTMENTS
Large, bright one and two bedroom units available. Close to transit and downtown, minutes
away from shopping and restaurants. Indoor
swimming pool, hot tub, fitness and laundry
centres and outdoor tennis courts. Indoor and
Outdoor parking available. Parking and Hydro
extra. One bedrooms from $979 to $1019
and two bedrooms from $1259 to $1379.
For more information please visit www.
bonaproperties.com or call (613)565-8520.
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS
Large, bright one and two bedroom units available. Close to transit and downtown, minutes
away from shopping and restaurants. Laundry
room, fitness centre, hot tub and outdoor tennis
courts. Indoor and Outdoor parking available.
Parking and Hydro extra. One bedrooms $939
to $959 and two bedrooms from $1129 to
$1289. For more information please visit www.
bonaproperties.com or call (613) 565-4444

0043 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Newly renovated heritage 2 bdrm “Cape
Cod” house. Open concept main level
with wood-burning brick fireplace, new
kitchen, 1.5 bathrooms, hardwood
floors. 1200 sq ft, w single garage, surrounding garden with mature trees. 10
mins to Parliament Hill. Asking $3200.
Avail May 15th. fionaalisonwright@
gmail.com
ROTHWELL HEIGHTS
Beautiful five bedroom executive house
on large lot, steps from the Ottawa
River. Two and one half bathrooms,
media room, includes all appliances.
Gas heat. Available immediately.
$4000.00. www:homes-for-rent.com.
613-288-1500.

MCLEOD STREET
Furnished, fully equipped, 5 minutes
from Parliament Hill. Utilities included.
WiFi, smoke free. (613)232-7939
Q. E. TOWERS
Downtown luxury. 5 minutes to Parliament
Hill. 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, swimming
pool, sauna, Security. $1700 all inclusive.
Available in August. Cathy 819-997-6202

0055 FURNISHED CONDOS
FOR RENT
CONDO 1 BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED
Gatineau. 10 minute walk to Hill.
Parking, smoke free. Available July 1st.
$1150. (819)568-7436
LARGE FURNISHED CONDO
New kitchen & 2 new bathrooms. 2 bedrooms, 6 appliances, parking, security
24/7. Laurier West. (613)521-3941.
$2195 all inclusive. avail. immediately

0060 SHARED ACCOMMODATIONS

BRIGHT &
PEACEFUL HOME

0211 ARTICLES FOR SALE
SAWMILLS - Band/Chainsaw - SPRING SALECut lumber any dimension, anytime.
MAKE MONEY and SAVE MONEY in stock
ready to ship. Starting at $1,195.00.
www.NorwoodSawmills.com/400OT
1-800-566-6899 Ext:400OT.

0217B COMPUTER SERVICES
WANTED: Gun, Sporting & Related Items
Auction, quality consignments welcome for
May 28th Auction, Barrie, Ontario. Contact
A TOUCH OF CLASS AUCTIONS 705-7262120 or Toll-Free 1-888-891-6591, www.
atouchofclassauctions.com.

0601 AUTOMOTIVE
MOTOR VEHICLE
Dealers in Ontario MUST be registered with
OMVIC. To verify dealer registration or seek
help with a complaint, visit www.omvic.
on.ca or 1-800-943-6002. If you’re buying
a vehicle privately, don’t become a curbsider’s
victim. Curbsiders are impostors who pose
as private individuals, but are actually in the
business of selling stolenor damaged vehicles.

0825 MOVING AND STORAGE

CITYPLUS MOVING AND STORAGE
Free estimates, new & used moving
supplies, local & long distance. Reliable
movers. Agent for NorthAmerican Van
Lines. 613-723-6040. www.cityplusmoving.com

0849 LEGAL SERVICES
CRIMINAL RECORD?
Get a Pardon! We Work Harder For
YOU! Free consultations. Guaranteed
applications. Start today for your peace
of mind. 1-866-242-2411; www.nationalpardon.org.
CRIMINAL RECORD?
Guaranteed Record Removal. 100%
Free Information Booklet. 1-8-NowPardon (1-866-972-7366). Speak
with a Specialist - No Obligation.
www.PardonServicesCanada.com.
A+BBB Rating. 20+ Yrs Experience.
Confidential. Fast. Affordable.

0849 LEGAL SERVICES

0920 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

0929 EMPLOYMENT

CRIMINAL RECORD?
Seal it with a PARDON! Need to enter
the U.S.? Get a 5 year WAIVER!
Call for a free brochure. Toll-free
1-888-9-PARDON or 905-459-9669.

$$$ MAKE FAST CASH
Start Your Own Business - Driveway
Sealing Systems, Possible payback in 2
weeks. Part-time, Full-time. CALL Today
Toll-Free 1-800-465-0024. Visit: www.
protectasphalt.com.
ESTABLISHED SOLAR
BUSINESS
Net 5-10K+ Potential per month PartTime from home. 10K Investment.
Visit our website: dealer.premiersolarinc.com or CALL NOW! Toll-Free
1-877-255-9580.
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR FUTURE
Invest 10 hrs/wk and build a serious
business. You guide and train - no sales,
no inventory, no risk. Great income!
www.fromgreen2green.com.

HOMEWORKERS
Get paid daily! Now Accepting: Simple
Full/Part Time Data Entry & Online
Computer Related Work is available.
No fees or charges to participate. Start
Today, www.ONWOC.com.
START TODAY FROM HOME
Company need Both Men & Women,
P/T & F/T, No Experience Needed. Your
approval is instant and guaranteed. Get
Details at: www.BasicOnlineWork.com.

0850 FINANCIAL SERVICES
$$$ 1st, 2nd, 3rd MORTGAGES
Tax Arrears, Renovations, Debt
Consolidation, no CMHC fees. $50K
you pay $208.33/month (OAC).
No income, bad credit, power of sale
stopped!! BETTER OPTION MORTGAGES,
CALL 1-800-282-1169, www.mortgageontario.com (LIC# 10969).
DEBT CONSOLIDATION PROGRAM
Helping Canadians repay debts, reduce/
eliminate interest, regardless of your
credit. Steady Income? You may
qualify for instant help. Considering
Bankruptcy? Call: 1-877-220-3328
FREE Consultation Government
Approved, BBB Member.
$500$ LOAN, NO CREDIT REFUSED
Fast, Easy and Secure. 1-877-7761660. www.moneyprovider.com.

0929 EMPLOYMENT
HEAVY TRUCK TECHNICIAN
Family Business, Rural Area, Top
Wages, Benefits, Housing Available,
J o i n O u r Te a m ! Tw e e d F a r m
Equipment, Medora, Manitoba. Apply to
sales@tweedeq.com.

1030 PERSONAL
DATING SERVICE
Long-term/short-term relationships, CALL
NOW. 1-877-297-9883. Exchange voice
messages, voice mailboxes. 1-888-5346984. Live adult casual conversations
-1on1, 1-866-311-9640, meet on chatlines. Local single ladies. 1-877-8045381. (18+)
TRUE ADVICE!
True clarity! True Psychics! 1-877-4784410 (18+) $3.19/minute 1-900783-3800; truepsychics.ca.

Nestled in Chelsea woods beginning
September (potentially sooner). Mature
female preferred. 20 minutes to Ottawa.
Separate entrance, bedroom, bathroom and
living room area. Must like having a friendly
dog around. $800 inclusive. (613)795-9357.

GLEBE

Elegantly
Charming
Rockcliffe Mews upgraded detached
home with 3+1 bedroom. Double
garage $2,400/month + utilities. Call
(613)830-2861
Gatineau
3 bedroom, 2 baths, 5 appliances. 15 minutes to Ottawa, 5 minutes to Promenade,
bus 1 minute walk. $750+utilities.
Available in July. (819)665-0413 or
(819)665-0407 or (819)663-2681
GLEBE
Stunning, traditional executive, fully
upgraded. Formal living room with fireplace. Professionally landscaped with deck
and patio suitable for entertaining. Four
bedrooms, 2.5 baths, Family room. Gas
heat. Available July1. $3000.00. www.
homes-for-rent.com. 613-288-1500
HUNT CLUB WOODS
Executive home, quiet street, 4+1
bdrms, 4 baths, finished bsmt. Suitable
for diplomatic family. August, $3300
+ utilities. Candace Kroeger, Sales Rep,
RLP Gale, 613-723-5300. See www.
candykroeger.ca for details.
NEWLY RENOVATED HOUSE AT 38
GILMORE FOR RENT
4 bedroom 3 bathrooms with deck over
looking the city Walk to Parliament
Hill and Rideau Centre $2,200 per
month plus utilities. Available Aug 1st.
Call Randy, (613)223-0571 or e mail
rdiotte@frecofluidpower.com
OVERBROOK BY THE RIDEAU
Excellent location close to shops, transportation. Beautiful and upscale two
bedroom,two bathroom condo with den.
Includes appliances, ensuite laundry,
parking, storage locker. Available July 1
$1650.00. www.homes-for-rent.com.
613-2881500.
RIVERSIDE PARK
Executive 2S, renovated, large rms,
sep dinrm, 3 br, 3bth, fam rm + office,
h.w., appliances, $2,000/mo. Doris
523-7986, Coldwell Banker Rhodes &
Company.
ROCKLIFFE PARK 2 BDRM

0050 FURNISHED RENTALS

FRESHLY RENOVATED FURNISHED UNIT
WITH PRIVATE ENTRANCE
Yard and parking; .$900/month plus
hydro. email; mark_ottawa@yahoo.com.

0044 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
DOWNTOWN OTTAWA
The luxurious Juliana offers spacious
rental suites with spectacular views of the
city, Ottawa River, and Gatineau Hills from
oversized balconies and the rooftop terrace.
Short walk to Parliament Hill and the best
shopping, dining and arts venues in Ottawa.
2 bdrms from $1949 with bonus of $750
off first month’s rent. Call for viewing (613)
688-2222 or www.osgoodeproperties.com

Near work, shops, transit. Bright furnished room,
own bath for mature woman, n/s. Share a spacious townhome with equipped kitchen, laundry,
internet. $625. (613)230-1337.
3800 SQ. FT.
Timber frame, custom artisan built home
to share on secluded 2 acre forested lot
in Chelsea. Great swimming, 12 minutes
to Hill. $800. (819)827-5813
CENTRETOWN
Stylish, non-smkg, professional home, 10min
walk to Hill. $700/mth. Contact rahp@rogers.
com. View details @ kijiji.ca #283852320
Female non-smoker only
Share two bedroom furnished apt. with one
other female. Close to downtown, utilities,
internet, cable, fitness center and indoor
pool. $700.00/month 613-697-0882

HT
work.ca

0100 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

LOWER TOWN
BYWARD MARKETOFFICE/STUDIO

Heritage 2 storey, 2000 sq. ft., live work
option,deck, skylight, fireplace, hardwood,
A/C, 2 bath, parking, fresh paint, $18/
sq. ft. net. 148dalhousie@gmail.com or
call (613)797-2267

0132 TRAVEL
ST. LAWRENCE RIVER CRUISES
World class cruising close to home. The
hassle free way to travel. 2, 3, 5 or 6
nights in private Staterooms. Included:
Shore excursions, great meals & nightly
entertainment. TICO#2168740. 253
Ontario St., Kingston, 1-800-267-7868,
www.StLawrenceCruiseLines.com.

0211 ARTICLES FOR SALE
#1 HIGH SPEED INTERNET
$24.95 / Month. Absolutely no ports
are blocked. Unlimited Downloading.
Up to 5Mps Download and 800Kbps
Upload. ORDER TODAY AT www.acanac.
ca or CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-866-281-3538.
A FREE TELEPHONE SERVICE
Get Your First Month Free. Bad Credit,
Don’t Sweat It. No Deposits. No Credit
Checks. Call Freedom Phone Lines Today
Toll-Free 1-866-884-7464.
CAN’T GET UP YOUR STAIRS?
Acorn Stairlifts can help. Call Acorn Stairlifts
now! Mention this ad and get 10% off your
new Stairlift. Call 1-866-981-6590.
CAN’T GET UP YOUR STAIRS?
Acorn Stairlifts can help. Call Acorn Stairlifts
now! Mention this ad and get 10% off your
new Stairlift. Call 1-866-981-6590.
DISCONNECTED PHONE?
National Teleconnect Home Phone
Service. No One Refused! Low Monthly
Rate! Calling Features and Unlimited
Long Distance Available. Call National
Teleconnect Today! 1-866-443-4408.
www.nationalteleconnect.com
DO-IT-YOURSELF STEEL BUILDINGS
PRICED TO CLEAR - Make an offer! Ask
about FREE DELIVERY, most areas. CALL
FOR QUICK QUOTE and FREE BROCHURE
- 1-800-668-5111 ext. 170.
FREE UNLIMITED LONG DISTANCE
Home Phone & Highspeed. You’re
Approved! No Deposits, No Credit
Checks. CALL Talk Canada Home Phone
Today! Visit www.talkcanada1.com or
Toll-Free 1-866-867-8293.
HOT TUB COVERS & Accessories
Lowest price, highest quality. All sizes
and colours available. Call 1-888-6117660. www.spasuppliesonline.ca.
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Party Time
Irish Ambassador Ray
Bassett hosted the
Ottawa Symphony
Orchestra’s 23rd annual
Fête Champêtre garden
party at the residence
on June 9.
1. Green Party Leader
Elizabeth May; OSO
event co-ordinator
Snookie Lomow;
and Mr. Bassett.
2. Masako Ishikawa; her
husband, Japanese
Ambassador Kaoru
Ishikawa; and Fête
Champêtre committee member Martha
Hynna.
3. Austrian
Ambassador Werner
Brandstetter and
Mimi Surada.
4. Fête Champêtre
committee members
Sharon McGarry
and Mary de Toro.

1

Ottawa Symphony Orchestra

3

4

Russia

5

8

The Portuguese Embassy hosted a reception on June 10 at the Island Park
residence to mark Portugal’s national day.
5. DFAIT chief of protocol Margaret Huber chats with Japanese Ambassador
Kaoru Ishikawa and UN High Commissioner for Refugees Canada representative Abraham Abraham.
6. Portuguese Ambassador Pedro Luis Baptista Moitinho de Almeida and Benin
Ambassador Honoré Théodore Ahimakin.
7. Mr. de Almeida and Bolivian Ambassador Edgar Torrez Mosqueira.

POLICY BRIEFING

ENERGY
THE GREEN
ECONOMY
PART TWO OF
A THREE-PART
EXCLUSIVE SERIES

Publication Date: July 11, 2011 // Booking Deadline: July 6, 2011
(noon Ottawa time)

The Russian Embassy played host to
a major celebration of the country’s
national day on June 10.
8. Malaysian High Commission Dato’
Hayati Binti Ismail is warmly
received by Mr. Mamedov as
Foreign Minister John Baird looks
on.
9. German Ambassador Georg
Witschel and Mr. Baird.
10. Agriculture Minister Gerry Ritz
and Russian Ambassador Georgiy
Mamedov share some space.
11. Zambian High Commissioner
Nevers Mumba; Jamaican High
Commissioner Sheila SealyMonteith; Mr. Mamedov; and
Swedish Ambassador Teppo
Tauriainen.
12. Ukrainian Defence Attaché Col.
Serhiy Hyshtymult; Turkish
Col. Ugur Goksen; New Zealand
Defence Adviser Group Captain
Shaw James; and South Korean
Defence Attaché Col. Soo Wan Lee.
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Portugal

6
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The Hill Times digs into
energy and the green
economy in part two of a
substantive three-part
policy briefing series.
What is the federal
government doing
to encourage new
and innovative green
technologies? What

should it be doing? What is
the relationship between
energy and the economy?
What’s the latest on the
green economy and how
will the new economy be
built on green energy?
We dig into this.
We will also take a look at
the hydrogen economy and

Communicate with those most responsible
for Canada’s public policy decisions.
For more information or to reserve your government relations and public affairs advertising
space, contact The Hill Times display advertising department at 613-232-5952 ext. 213

whether or not it will be
a reality. We look at solar,
wind, wave, geothermal
and bioenergy.
And we’ll examine the
federal government’s
further development of
environmental initiatives,
the green economy and the
fight against climate change.
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Envoys & Events

‘Home is where the heart is’: Kunstelj
PETER MAZEREEUW
Diplomatic Circles

Embassy Photo: Peter Mazereeuw

T

omaz Kunstelj chuckles as he discusses his schedule for the rest of
June. The Slovenian ambassador
may be leaving at the end of the
month, but his duties are far from finished.
“It will be very, very busy,” he says, listing a slew of diplomatic functions on his
schedule, including celebrations for the 20th
anniversary of Slovenia’s act of independence on June 25.
The Slovenian Embassy on Metcalfe
Street looks as though a move is imminent:
neat piles of binders and newspapers litter the board room, including a waste-high
stack of Embassy. Mr. Kunstelj’s office, however, is impeccably clean.
The ambassador is heading home to a
government job that has yet to be determined. He says he has enjoyed his time in
Ottawa, but is looking forward to returning
to the Slovenian capital with his family.
“We do not want to just stay abroad,”
he says. “This is my obligation as a father
because I want to keep my kids raised [with
the] Slovenian language and clearly have
roots in Slovenian soil.”
He maintains, however, that his four
daughters have done well in Ottawa. The
eldest two recently finished high school
here, and he says they would not be shy to
return to Canada.
As for his own time here, Mr. Kunstelj
lists a series of bilateral visits as his chief
accomplishments. Former governor general
Michaëlle Jean visited Slovenia in 2009 after
her trip the previous year was cut short by a
non-confidence vote. Ministers Peter Mackay
and Peter Van Loan, and former House
speaker Noël Kinsella, also visited Slovenia,
while several top Slovenian politicians have
come to Ottawa in the last few years.
Mr. Kunstelj also organized a diplomatic ski
day, which has become an annual tradition. He
says it would not have been possible without

Slovenian Ambassador Tomaz Kunstelj wishes he could have worked longer with a majority government.

the friendly relations he has built with Ottawa’s
dignitaries over the past four years.
Mr. Kunstelj says he regrets that he was
not able to work with a majority government
until now, though “better late than never.”
He doesn’t dwell on the negative, but briefly laments the barriers he faced when trying
to get the attention of Canadian politicians.
“Different circles surround dignitaries,”
he says. “[They] keep you away from ministers. You can break this…when you establish a direct contact with the politician, then
you have a chance to do something.”
His advice to his successor?
“Be open, be brave, and don’t look on

OTTAWA Listings
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15
Ottawa Economics Association Luncheon—Enjoy
a debate on foreign investment in strategic industries with
Lawson Hunter of Stikeman Elliot, Gilles Paquet of the
University of Ottawa, and former Industry Canada Senior
ADM Andrei Sulzenko. Fairmont Chateau Laurier, 1 Rideau
St. Members $50, non-members $60. Details and registration
at http://www.cabe.ca.
German Community Celebration—German
Ambassador Georg Witschel and his wife Sabine are hosting a
German community celebration in the garden of the residence.
Enjoy the Canadian summer—along with German drinks
and refreshments. Musical entertainment will be provided by
Ottawa’s German-Canadian Concordia Choirs. 5:30-8 p.m.
290 Coltrin Rd. Register at rsvp@otta.diplo.de.
Diplomatic Soccer Tournament Finals—The action
concludes with the game for third place taking place at
6 p.m. and the championship match happening at 7:15
p.m. Closing ceremonies to follow. Ashbury College, 362
Mariposa Ave.
The Spirit of Canada—The
National Press Club of Canada
Foundation presents a Journalism
Scholarship Gala Evening with guest
speaker Peter Milliken and emceed by
Lawrence David Lederman, chair of
the Ambassadors’ Speakers Series at
Carleton University’s NPSIA. Featuring
a five-course dinner, live entertainment
and an auction of Press Club memorabilia. Tickets start at $75. 6:30 p.m.
The Rideau Room, Sheraton Hotel, 150
Albert St. To reserve call 613-567-9900.
Screening: Sakman Maluwa (The Garden)—When
Ranjan, Tissa’s younger brother, arrives for a brief holiday

from Russia where he is a medical student, his rapport with
and closeness to Prema begins to disrupt the relationship
between husband and wife, and moves the film toward its
startling climax. Dir. Sumithra Peries, Sri Lanka, 2003. Part
of the 4th Sri Lankan Film Festival. 7 p.m. Auditorium, Library
and Archives Canada, 395 Wellington St.
Perspectives on the Arab Awakening: A
Post-Ottoman Analysis—The Society for International
Development Ottawa-Gatineau Chapter presents Ozay
Mehmet, professor emeritus at Carleton University’s Norman
Paterson School of International Affairs. 7-9 p.m. St. Brigid’s
Centre, 310 St. Patrick St. (Cumberland Street entrance).
Canadian-Japan Society of Ottawa AGM and
dinner—Guest speaker Sam Toma, president of CJSO, will
give a presentation entitled Memoirs of Japan, featuring a
collection of photos and video from past trips. 6 p.m. Suisha
Garden (main floor), 208 Slater St. Register at cjso@cjsoottawa.com.
THURSDAY, JUNE 16
Screening: The Matchmaker—The disparate parts of
Arik’s life collide in unexpected, often funny and very moving
ways as he lives through a summer that changes him forever.
Dir. Avi Nesher. Israel, 2010. 7 p.m. Auditorium, Library
and Archives Canada, 395 Wellington St. Presented by the
Canadian Film Institute as part of the 8th Israeli Film Festival.
FRIDAY, JUNE 17
Iceland celebrates the founding of the republic.
Austrian Comedy and Film Evening—The Austrian
Embassy and the Canadian Film Institute invite you to enjoy
the differences and commonalities of Austrian and Canadian
humour, shown in two films, including Der Bockerer. Witty

your watch. Do [your job] all the time, and
from the bottom of your heart.”
Mr. Kunstelj began his political career in a
remarkable fashion. In 1989 he was an engineering officer in a furniture factory. He says he
had never intended to pursue a government
career, and got a degree in wood engineering
to carry on a family tradition in woodworking.
But as a student, he was involved with
the Catholic students’ organization, and
his connections there won him an invitation to join the newly formed Christian
Democratic Party. In the spring of 1990,
Slovenia had its first free elections. The
CDP won, and Mr. Kunstelj was given a
insights provided by Dan Donovan. Free. 7 p.m. Library and
Archives Canada, 395 Wellington St. 613-789-1444 ext 27
Child Haven International Fundraiser—Child
Haven International hosts its 26th annual fundraising dinner,
raising money to support 1,100 children and 150 women in
eight homes in India, Nepal, Bangladesh and Tibet. Featuring
a silent auction, traditional dancers, music and Indian cuisine.
$50. 6 p.m. Tudor Hall, 3750 North Bowesville Rd. Contact
Parin at 613-422-1573 or Child Haven at 613-527-2829.
Concert: Footsteps to Ghana—The concert will
feature many of the diverse styles of Ghana’s drumming
music, featuring the 24 members of the Baobab Youth group
who will be making the journey to Ghana. $20. 7:30 p.m.
NAC Fourth Stage, 53 Elgin St. Go to http://www.nac-cna.
ca/en/fourthstage/event.cfm?ID=6354 for more information
and tickets.
SATURDAY, JUNE 18
Seychelles celebrates its national day.
Screening: Walapatala (Penumbra)—With the support of a local schoolteacher and the chief medical officer, a
youth group organizes a health information meeting in their
village to try to create better conditions for the people. Dir.
Vijitha Gunarathna. Sri Lanka, 2006. 7 p.m. Auditorium,
Library and Archives Canada, 395 Wellington St. Presented
by the Canadian Film Institute as part of the 4th Sri Lankan
Film Festival.

prime position advising the executive
council, which headed the government.
“It was a very nice feeling when a friend
of mine [Lojze Peterle] became…chairman
of the executive council,” he said. “I came
to his office because he said, ‘A new government needs new people.”
Mr. Kunstelj was only 27 at the time. He
says he was spurred to enter politics by the
failings of Yugoslavia’s socialist government.
“When we complained about the Yugoslav
system,” he says, pausing. “You have no right
to complain until you do something. It’s hard to
explain, but you feel that you have to do something, not just within the parish council or student organization, but also for the nation itself.”
In December of 1990, Slovenia had a
referendum on sovereignty, and overwhelmingly voted to declare independence. Mr.
Peterle became the first prime minister of the
Republic of Slovenia, and kept Mr. Kunstelj
on as an adviser. The future ambassador then
moved through a series of government postings, and says his first jobs were primarily to
advise on professional and logistical matters.
“My role in those positions was always,
let’s say, professional. I didn’t interfere in
politics,” he says.
In 1998 was appointed chargé d’affaires
to Argentina, and in 2002 became the head of
diplomatic protocol for Slovenia’s ministry of
foreign affairs. He credits his devotion to the
values his family instilled in him as a young
boy for pursuing a career in diplomacy.
“[I was] raised in a family where patriotic values were always very strong, and also
responsibility towards society [was important],” he says.
Mr. Kunstelj will soon return home with
hopes of instilling more of these patriotic
values in his children. He says his time in
Canada was a precious experience that
benefitted his daughters in another way.
“They benefitted with a kind of eye opener,” he says. “It’s rare for Europeans to see
such a vast country.
“Our heart is falling apart,” he adds. “We
kept a part of our heart in [Argentina], a
great part of our heart will stay here.”
pmazereeuw@embassymag.ca
MONDAY, JUNE 20
The Future of Multilateral Development
Co-operation—The North-South Institute in co-operation
with CIDA presents a two-day forum examining the role of (re-)emerging donors in
relation to multilateral institutions and focus
on issues related to the changing international landscape. Including a reception
and gala dinner with former Mozambique
president Joaquim Alberto Chissano.
Forum: National Arts Centre, 53 Elgin St.
Reception and dinner: Fairmont Château
Laurier, 1 Rideau St. See http://www.nsi-ins.ca/english/conference/index.htm for information and to register.
Canada India Innovation Summit—The High
Commission of India and DFAIT present a full-day summit on
opportunities for stronger science and technology collaboration and
exchange. Featuring senior executives, government and academia.
302 Azrieli Theatre, Carleton University, 1125 Colonel By Dr. Go to
http://www2.carleton.ca/events/link/index.php?tID=1&oID=2946
or email innovationsummit@carleton.ca for more information.
Celebrating the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples—Hosted by First Nations, Inuit, and Metis
communities as well as local civil society, unions and churches,
this event will end in a feast and wrap-up KAIROS’s Roll with the
Declaration national action. 5 a.m. to 9 p.m. Parliament Hill and
Victoria Island. See www.kairoscanada.org/roll or email richmond1155@gmail.com for more information.

SUNDAY, JUNE 19

TUESDAY, JUNE 21

Kuwait celebrates its independence from the United
Kingdom, achieved in 1961.

Greenland celebrates its national day, marking the longest day of the year.

Screening: Brothers—Two estranged brothers, Dan
and Aaron, meet again in Israel after years of silence. Dan
chooses to work on the land, living in a kibbutz in the south
of Israel. Aaron comes to Jerusalem from the United States to
defend the rights of Torah students. Dir. Igaal Niddam. Israel,
2008. 7 p.m. Auditorium, Library and Archives Canada, 395
Wellington St. Presented by the Canadian Film Institute as
part of the 8th Israeli Film Festival.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22
Screening: Midnight in Paris—Woody Allen arrived
at the Cannes Film Festival with a love letter to France:
this film in which an American writer on vacation in Paris
becomes infatuated with all the clichés. 6:50 p.m. Bytowne
Cinema, 325 Rideau St. 613-789-3456.

We think of being strong, reliable,
trustworthy and forward-thinking
as Canadian traits.

We are proud to help bring those
qualities to the world.
The passion to develop international markets has been a defining characteristic at Manulife since
the days of our first President, Sir John A. Macdonald. We sold our first insurance policy in Shanghai
in 1897, shortly before we expanded our business into the United States. Today we are a financial
services leader in Asia, the United States and around the world – with approximately 75%* of our
business now taking place outside of Canada. Achieving business success in global markets requires
financial strength, reliable and trustworthy delivery on our promises and a forward-thinking ability
to anticipate needs and deliver solutions. To us, this is simply the Canadian way to run a business.
For your future.
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